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INTRODUCTION | Abstract
Mixed Reality, when integrated into architecture, will enable open spaces and the perception of the built environment to change rapidly with little physical fabrication.
As architects, we design with a desired experience of space in mind and don’t typically design with a rapidly changing built environment to meet a fluctuating programmatic demand.
Theater Program however, often requires such rapid changes to the perceived environment, that is the stage, and is an activator of social interaction based on a shared experience
of the performances.
What would be the architectural implications if we were to integrate mixed reality as a factor of the built environment? Is mixed reality technology even able to create an altered
experience of space? To help answer this question the research conducted thorough investigation of phenomenological relations and studies and testing using the Microsoft HoloLens
was conducted to simulate or verify the relations and studies. As a final output, Theater with Mixed Reality integrated into the design process as a key deciding design factor will be
the main programmatic research and output of this project postulating both a built environment and flexible use space as possible means to redefine the architectural definition as
we currently know as a Theatre.
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DEFINITIONS AND PHRASES| All definitions come from Dictionary.com unless otherwise noted. Phrases were established by the research.

Analogue – (analogue - sometimes US analog – noun) a physical object or quantity, such as a pointer on a dial or a voltage, used to measure or represent another quantity
(as modifier ) analogue watch ; analogue recording
Augmented - verb (used with object) to make larger; enlarge in size, number, strength, or extent; increase:
Augmented Reality – (AR) noun Digital Technology. an enhanced image or environment as viewed on a screen or other display, produced by overlaying computer-generated images, sounds, or
other data on a real-world environment. Abbreviation: AR a system or technology used to produce such an enhanced environment: With augmented reality, you can get relevant extra information
about what you are looking at. Abbreviation: AR
Digital – (adjective) pertaining to, noting, or making use of computers and computerized technologies, including the Internet:
Dystopia – noun a society characterized by human misery, as squalor, oppression, disease, and overcrowding.
‘ENVIRONMENTALLY BASED HOLOGRAM’ - A created hologram that surrounds the user on at least 3 sides which creates an experience of space.
Hologram - noun Optics. A negative produced by exposing a high-resolution photographic plate, without camera or lens, near a subject illuminated by monochromatic, coherent radiation, as from
a laser: when it is placed in a beam of coherent light a true three-dimensional image of the subject is formed.
HoloLens - Microsoft HoloLens is the first self-contained, holographic computer, enabling you to engage with your digital content and interact with holograms in the world around you. 1
Mixed Reality - (MR), sometimes referred to as hybrid reality, is the merging of real and virtual worlds to produce new environments and visualizations where physical and digital objects co-exist and
interact in real time. Mixed reality takes place not only in the physical world or the virtual world 2
‘OBJECT BASED HOLOGRAM’ - Holograms that carry the quality of 3d objects, prototypes or fictional gaming characters at less than 1:1 scale. Can also be in reference to holographic objects at 1:1
scale that do not resemble interior spaces or 3 flat planes that then define space. (This then shifts to an environmentally based hologram - see above)
Phenomena – noun a plural of phenomenon.
Phenomenology - noun Philosophy. The study of phenomena.
- “In its most basic form, phenomenology attempts to create conditions for the objective study of topics usually regarded as subjective: consciousness and the content of conscious
experiences such as judgments, perceptions, and emotions. Although phenomenology seeks to be scientific, it does not attempt to study consciousness from the perspective of clinical psychology or
neurology. Instead, it seeks through systematic reflection to determine the essential properties and structures of experience.” 3
Phenomenon - Philosophy. An appearance or immediate object of awareness in experience. Kantianism. A thing as it appears to and is constructed by the mind, as distinguished from a noumenon,
or thing-in-itself.
Reality – noun, the state or quality of being real.

1. Microsoft. Microsoft HoloLens, www.microsoft.com/en-us/HoloLens.
2. Wikipedia contributors. “Mixed reality.” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 27 Aug. 2018. Web. 9 Sep. 2018.
3. Wikipedia contributors. “Phenomenology (philosophy).” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 13 Sep. 2018. Web. 8 Oct. 2018.
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DEFINITIONS AND PHRASES |

‘SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE’ - While only holographic in nature, the research has documented that object based holograms begin to take on a spatial quality as the observers perceiving the object
would walk around the hologram rather than move it around to observe it by gestural inputs.
‘SPATIAL EXPERIENCE’ - Defining the perception of spaces or programmatic type of space based on phenomenological criteria in relation to the interaction with human senses. The research of this
thesis has shown - Spacial Experience is not negated because of an absence of a particular sense it is simply an experience absent that sense. A person with impaired hearing can still have a spacial
experience of a designed space without hearing it. A person with impaired smell can still appreciate the Bruder Klaus Chapel without smelling the burnt interior.
Technology - noun, plural tech·nol·o·gies The branch of knowledge that deals with the creation and use of technical means and their interrelation with life, society, and the environment, drawing
upon such subjects as industrial arts, engineering, applied science, and pure science. The application of this knowledge for practical ends. The terminology of an art, science, etc.; Technical
nomenclature.
Utopia – noun an imaginary island described in Sir Thomas More’s Utopia (1516) as enjoying perfection in law, politics, etc. (Usually lowercase) an ideal place or state.
Virtual Reality – noun a realistic and immersive simulation of a three-dimensional environment, created using interactive software and hardware, and experienced or controlled by movement of the
body. Abbreviation : VR
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Literature | Theories in Technology and Phenomenology to Understand the Impact of Technology on Society and Phenomenology
Before delving directly into interaction of Mixed Reality and the built environment, it was important to approach this study with a wider understanding of the effects that technology
has on individuals in a time in history. In many cases technology has one good intention but winds up having unintended consequences that can have beneficial implications to
help humanity and detrimental implications that can have a serious impact on a civilization at a given point in time. After gaining an understanding of the theories of technology it
became important to understand the concepts and arguments of Phenomenology in order to gain an understanding of what defines an experience of space. Because Mixed Reality
can alter the perception of the built environment its important to characterize and define what elements of space help inform the brains interpretation of that space thus defining it
as an experience of space.
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Literature| Theories in Technology and Phenomenology to Understand the Impact of Technology on Society and Phenomenology

Technopoly | Neil Postman
All Quotes and book cover cited from the reading. See citation below

– Perspective view of the author regarding technology.

“We may learn from this that it is a mistake to suppose that any technological innovation has a one-sided effect. Every technology is both a burden and a
blessing; not either-or, but this-and-that.”

Why this is important | This quote helps shed light on the articles that have been written about augmented reality headsets and their potential threat in creating
a dystopian like world. It has the ability to both help the user and at the same time harm the user depending on the software designers understanding on how the
user will be utilizing wearable augmented reality. As the technology currently stands it is only capable of being manipulated by the wearer of the headset. The
headset isn’t capable of creating its own software void of the users input.
– Understanding the Ambiguous nature that technology plays in a culture.

“Once a technology is admitted, it plays out its hand; it does what it is designed to do. Our task is to understand what that design is-that is to say, when we admit
a new technology to the culture, we must do so with our eyes wide open”

Why this is important | Understanding that technology is not the condemner of anything but the way in which it is used which describes in history the role that
the technology played in a culture and its time period.
– Technology doesn’t always have an intended consequence.

“Prejudices are not always apparent at the start of a technology’s journey…Who would have imagined, for example, whose interests and what world view would be ultimately advanced by the
invention of the mechanical clock?... the impetus behind the invention was to provide a more or less precise regularity to the routines of the monasteries, which required, acmon other things, seven
periods of devoting during the course of the day… but the monks did not foresee was that the clock is a means not merely of keeping track of the hours but also of synchronizing and controlling the
actions of men.”

Why this is important | Here the clock was intended originally to help the monks keep track of their times of prayer but ended up creating a means by which human behavior could be scheduled and
more synchronized. Imagine living in a world where we weren’t driven by hours minutes and seconds. Imagine telling a friend to meet you for lunch but being able to describe to them when to show
up without the use of a clock. Let alone both of you being able to do so in a coordinated sense.
– Classroom learning and the effects technology can have on desired learning out comes.

“orality stresses group learning, cooperation, and a sense of social responsibility, which is the context within which thamus believed proper instruction and real knowledge must be communicated. Print
stresses individualized learning, competition, and personal autonomy. Over four centuries, teachers while emphasizing print, have allowed orality its place in the classroom, and have therefore achieved
a kind of pedagogical peace between these two forms of learning, so that what is valuable in each can be maximized. Now comes the computer, carrying anew banner of private learning and
individual problem solving. Will the widespread use of computers in the classroom defeat once and for all the claims of communal speech? Will the computer raise egocentrism to the status of a virtue?”

Why this is important | If Mixed reality is applied to educational learning how could this effect the overall learning outcome of a student? Because this technology stresses collaborative learning, the

orality that Postman stresses as an importance comes back to the forefront of learning. Instead of the technology taking away the communal speech (as in the case of computers stated above) it is
instead emphasizing collaborative learning and a restructuring of how the classroom interacts on a communal and social manor.

4. Postman, Neil. Technopoly: the Surrender of Culture to Technology. Knopf, 1993.
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All Quotes and book cover cited from the reading. See citation below

– Important quote

“A new technology does not add or subtract something. It changes everything”

Why this is important | Many studies focus on what a piece of technology can do and how it’s going to have a direct effect on either a person or situation. Whats important to realize is that the number
of unintended consequences that occur in our world because of the technology can sometimes outweigh the number of intended consequences.

– (Society and technology) or (culture and technology).

“In the year 1500, fifty years after the printing press was invented, we did not have old Europe plus the printing pres. We had a different Europe.”
“Gutenberg, for example, was by all accounts a devout catholic who would have been horrified to hear that accursed heretic Luther describe printing as ‘gods highest act of grace, whereby the
business of the gospel is driven forward’ Luther understood as Gutenberg did not, that the mass produced book, by placing the word of god on every kitchen table makes each Christian his own
theologian-one might even say his own priest,or,Peter, from Luther’s point of view, his own pope.”

Why this is important | It is important to understand that the printing press didn’t realize it would privatize the written word of god. It did not know that the holy catholic church was the place where
catholic people received the word of god and there for spark the protestant reformation bringing an end to the power that the catholic church had over its people. It was just a printing press being
used to print the bible. It had no demonic or destructive intentions by existing. It was how the technology was used that altered the beliefs of people in society at that time in history.

Summary of Reading | In summary, Postman explains to us the effects of technology is like that of a double-edged sword. Its ambiguity in nature with regards to absolutism is natural to its existence.
It neither intends to have one effect or another. Its effect lies purely on the user and the input programing that any device is programed to have. The effects that, that piece of technology has on a
society in a particular point of time is caused by the way in which the technology is used. The technology could exist without use but then it negates the purpose for why the technology was made (for
an intended use as a tool) how the “tool” (technology) is used is what has an effect on society at both micro and macro levels. This relates to the Microsoft HoloLens because it remains as a tool until
it is programed to have an intended effect or purpose. Which is why studying the technology is important to this study and to architecture because while many individuals look at this technology as a
direct application/object-based tool, they aren’t realizing that they are dealing with a technology that is capable of crafting space in a digital world and overlaying it in our analogue world. As the
technology advances and becomes more and more realistic and encapsulating in nature these crafted spaces will begin to have even more realistic digital simulations overlaid on to our analogue
world having an even greater effect on the perception of space. So, understanding Postman’s perspective on technology is important because the realization of the technology’s potential danger is
also the key to understanding how we as architects can help guide the technology to be used in an effective and meaningful way to have a positive impact on our society as we know it today.

4. Postman, Neil. Technopoly: the Surrender of Culture to Technology. Knopf, 1993.
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Literature| Theories in Technology and Phenomenology to Understand the Impact of Technology on Society and Phenomenology

The Question Concerning Technology | Martin Heidegger
All Quotes and book cover cited from the reading. See citation below

– With regards to the creation of a silver chalice by a silversmith (process of crafting or making analyzed)

“Finally there is a fourth participant in the responsibility for the finished sacrificial vessel’s lying before us ready for use, i.e., the silversmith – but not at all because he,
in working, brings about the finished sacrificial chalice as if it were the effect of a making; the silversmith is not a causa efficiens. The Aristotelian doctrine neither
knows the cause that is named by this term nor uses a Greek word that would correspond to it. The silversmith considers carefully and gathers together the three
aforementioned ways of being responsible and indebted. To consider carefully [iiberlegen] is in Greek legin, logos. Legein is rooted in apophainesthni, to bring
forward into appearance. The silversmith is co-responsible as that from whence the sacrificial vessel’s bringing forth and resting-in-self take and retrain their first
departure. The three previously mentioned ways of being responsible owe thanks to the pondering of the silversmith for the “that” and the “how” of their coming
into appearance and into play for the production of the sacrificial vessel.” (Heidegger pg 3-4)

Why this is important | We can think of how this same process was applied to the creation of the Microsoft HoloLens technology. It can also be used as reference
to the practice of architecture and the decisions we make in our everyday practice. We look at a site or a given set of parameters and deduce a “that” (meaning
arrangement of spaces or form to address those needs and parameters of a project and its parameters). We then evolve our thought process into a “how” by
studying the materials at our disposal in relation to the desired outcomes of the architectural application.

– Understanding technologies role in creating not only physically but figuratively as well.

““Every occasion for whatever passes over and goes forward into presencing from that which is not presencing is poie¯sis, is bringing-forth [Her-vor-bringen].”It is of
utmost importance that we think bringing-forth in its full scope and at the same time in the sense in which the Greeks thought it. Not only handcraft manufacture,
not only artistic and poetical bringing into appearance and concrete imagery, is a bringing-forth, poie¯sis. Physis also, the arising of something from out of itself, is
a bringing-forth, poie¯sis. Physis is, indeed poie¯sis in the highest sense. For what presences by means of physis has the bursting open belonging to bringing-forth,
e.g., the bursting of a blossom into bloom, in itself (en heauto ¯i). In contrast, what is brought forth by the artisan or the artist, e.g., the silver chalice, has the bursting
open belonging to bringing-forth not in itself, but in another (en allo ¯i), in the craftsman or artist. The modes of occasioning, the four causes, are at play, then, within bringingforth. Through bringing-forth,
the growing things of nature as well as whatever is completed through the crafts and the arts come at any given time to their appearance.” (Heidegger pg 5)

Why this is important | The holographic reality that the HoloLens creates blends the two worlds that are being mentioned in the above quote. Both the physical manifestation of an object or artwork

and poetry and what can be a more expressive art like poetry. HoloLens is the physical tool that creates the hologram but the hologram itself is only created based on the perception of space by the
user and the stereoscopic images being projected onto the lenses. If the headset is not being worn or used the reality of the hologram disappears. It relies on the user’s perception while wearing the
technology itself. In a collaborative sense, all of the users must be wearing the technology and synced to the same program in order for there to be a collectively perceived hologram. The hologram
itself however can still be created in such a way that it evokes a sense of emotion or the creation of an experience to the user. Much like physical artwork and poetry, a hologram that is crafted with
intent and planning can still have an artistic and emotionally stirring feeling based off of perception alone.

– Realizing the HoloLens placement within the role of technology as mentioned above.

“Bringing-forth brings hither out of concealment forth into unconcealment. Bringing-forth comes to pass only insofar as something concealed comes into unconcealment. This coming rests and
moves freely within what we call revealing [das Entbergen].10 The Greeks have the word ale ¯theia for revealing. The Romans translate this with veritas. We say “truth” and usually understand it as the
correctness of an idea.”(pg 5)

Why this is important | The HoloLens is a means by which to bring forth a hologram into perceived reality. It is capable of being the mode of bringing forth in the sense that Heidegger describes.
- What is the HoloLens capable of revealing in the following quote?

“Technology is therefore no mere means. Technology is a way of revealing. If we give heed to this, then another whole realm for the essence of technology will open itself up to us. It is the realm of
revealing, i.e., of truth.”
5. Heidegger, Martin. The Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays. Harper Perennial, 1977.
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All Quotes and book cover cited from the reading. See citation below

Why this is important |
- Understanding the science behind technology

“It is said that modern technology is something incomparably different from all earlier technologies because it is based on modern physics as an exact science. Meanwhile we have come to understand
more clearly that the reverse holds true as well: Modern physics, as experimental, is dependent upon technical apparatus and upon progress in the building of apparatus.”
Why this is important | This quote directly addresses how the HoloLens depended itself in the design and concept of the understanding of modern physics as we know it. For example the light waves
that are being projected onto the lenses depended on the creators knowledge of light waves and how they can be manipulated to create an image. Then understanding how those images that were
created need to be arranged on the lenses so that the images create a 3dimensional object that is capable of being conceived as an object because of the stereoscopic image.
- Understanding that technology is merely an object until it is used.
“Yet an airliner that stands on the runway is surely an object. Certainly. We can represent the machine so. But then it conceals itself as to what and how it is. Revealed, it stands on the taxi strip only as
standing-reserve, inasmuch as it is ordered to ensure the possibility of transportation. For this it must be in its whole structure and in every one of its constituent parts, on call for duty, i.e., ready for takeoff.”
(pg8)
Why this is important | This quote holds a certain truth that a person can conceive of an idea how to create an object or create an object that is capable of doing another thing that is only understood
through the action of doing. A plane is just an object unless you have operators using it through an action to make the object reveal its potential of flight. Same can be said of the HoloLens. It is just a
headset sitting on a desk or in a case until it is picked up and used in a manner in which the user is able to use the headset in order to interact with a hologram or work in a 3-dimensional space with
the inclusion of actual space around the user. All that went into the headset as far as an understanding of physics and the assembling of parts to manipulate that which naturally exists in the world then
manipulates natures characteristics to create holograms within the headset. But it is not dependent on the user or demanding on the user that it must be picked up and used. It is a choice that exists
between the user and the headset, but the choice still lies with the user alone to pick the technology up and to use it in the way it was intended to be used.
- Technology can remain an object as long as it remains dependent on human input or interaction. Automation or replacement of humans within that cycle can become dangerous (opinion of the
writer)
“The destining of revealing is in itself not just any danger, but danger as such. Yet when destining reigns in the mode of Enframing, it is the supreme danger. This danger attests itself to us in two ways.
As soon as what is unconcealed no longer concerns man even as object, but does so, rather, exclusively as standing-reserve, and man in the midst of objectlessness is nothing but the orderer of the
standing-reserve, then he comes to the very brink of a precipitous fall; that is, he comes to the point where he himself will have to be taken as standing-reserve. Meanwhile man, precisely as the one so
threatened, exalts himself to the posture of lord of the earth. In this way the impression comes to prevail that everything man encounters exists only insofar as it is his construct.” (pg 13)
Why this is important | This can relate to the construct of a dystopian society consumed and completely reliant upon technology or the fact that technology has now taken the place of man. So with
regards to the HoloLens we can understand that because of the existence of the choice (as mentioned above) still remains intact and therefore poses less of a danger so long as the concept of choice
of use remains. This does not mean that augmented reality cannot have harmful effects psychologically. Instead it merely states that as long as it remains as a headset with the option of wearing one or
not that it can still be the choice of the user to remove it and not have consuming characteristics and take the place of the human experience of perception of space. So long as it does not completely
block out the users visibility it will then not take the place of the physical world around the user.

Important Quote

“But where danger is, grows The saving power also.”(pg 14)
“Because the essence of technology is nothing technological, essential reflection upon technology and decisive confrontation with it must happen in a realm that is, on the one hand, akin to the
essence of technology and, on the other, fundamentally different from it.” (pg 19)

5. Heidegger, Martin. The Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays. Harper Perennial, 1977.
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Summary of Reading | In summary, Heidegger explains to us what the essence of technology is and what it has meant, does mean and will mean to us as it evolves in our society. His questioning on

it poses the real threats that can come from the advancement of technology however in the threat also brings light to the answer. His warning on its basic terms is that as long as technology doesn’t
replace our instinct to wonder and explore the world as it exists and can exist then we are not in danger of losing control to technology. This could lend itself to the possibilities of artificial intelligence
as it is evolving in our society today however artificial intelligence would then need a consciousness that would be able to postulate thoughts based on observation. Artificial Intelligence will not be
focused on for the purposes of this study because augmented reality as it stands is still a user and object based piece of technology. So at its fundamental core this reading supports the cause that
as long as augmented reality is not forced on a person or integrated into their biological make up then the concept of choice to wear or not wear the technology voids the possibility that it would
lead to a dystopian like quality of living. However, it should be noted that while the user is using the technology the interface should remain advertisement limited or advertisement free. If wearable
augmented reality begins to force its users to be subject to advertisements the technology will fail because of the detrimental effects that the user would endure and there for be reluctant to keep using
the wearable technology.
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Literature| Theories in Technology and Phenomenology to Understand the Impact of Technology on Society and Phenomenology

PHENOMENOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE
BRUDER KLAUS CHAPEL
PETER ZUMTHOR

Phenomenology and Architecture (Bruder Klaus Chapel – Peter Zumthor | Eugenia Trias) Academic Paper
All Quotes and book cover cited from the reading. See citation below

- Being realistic with relation to the experience of space based on input from the senses.

“When inside the chapel some of the experiences you can feel are not just the visual impact of the internal façade, but due to the construction process there is
a sense of smell of burnt logs that was left behind. This is part of the experience Zumthor was trying to create.”

AD 573 - HUMANITIES
EUGENIA TRIAS

Why this is important | Realizing that a part of every experience in a space is the culmination of all of the senses and their perception of the space in time.

Absence of one or two of these senses will change the feeling of the space. It doesn’t mean you won’t have an experience of the space its just an experience
of the space that is void of that one sense.

- Distilling down what phenomenology means to Eugenia based on her studies.

“Different points of views on what phenomenology is and what it is based [on] from remarkable different philosophers have been suggested, but one thing they
all have a tendency to explain is ‘experience’. Phenomenology is associated with ‘experience’, it cannot be put into words as human experience is very hard to
define seeing that it is different for each individual.”

Why this is important | The writer tries to refine what their interpretation of the research of phenomenology is and brings a critical point. That everyone’s

experience of a space depends on the individual’s interpretation of the feedback that they are getting from every one of their senses. That is to say, depending on
an individual’s perception of their senses an architect may have an intended effect based off of their design intentions and implementation of phenomenological
studies but that doesn’t mean that those intentions will be fully conveyed or appreciated by the space’s inhabitance.

	
  

I	
  

6. Trias, Eugenia “Phenomenology and Architecture -Bruder Klaus chapel – Peter Zumthor” University of Brighton, May 03, 2015. Accessed October 27, 2018
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Literature| Theories in Technology and Phenomenology to Understand the Impact of Technology on Society and Phenomenology

Between the Lines: The Jewish Museum, Berlin | Daniel Libeskind
All Quotes and book cover cited from the reading. See citation below

- Understanding the thought process behind the crafting of the intervention and rationalizing irrational thoughts.

“The rabbis and the commentaries on the Talmud sometimes say that god created the world out of nothing, a something out of nothing, and that it is the
responsibility of the faithful to try to extract from this something the creative nothingness from which it came. Now this obviously involves on in something irrational
from the very beginning because I cannot tell you how ‘nothing’ started. But I can tell you the three elements that interested me about the project of the Berlin
museum with the Jewish museum.”

Why this is important | Understanding that the process of creating something from nothing is universal to all designing architects. Realizing that this research
will be attempting the rationalization of its concepts can also be just as ambiguous in nature as Mr. Libeskind experienced in creating this particular piece of
architecture.
- Deeper meaning behind the Architecture.

“In any case, the museum not only should serve to inspire poetry, music, and drama but also should give a home to the ordered-disordered, the welcomeunwelcome, the chosen-not chosen, the vocal which is silent. And so it should, at least in my program, go across these divisions. It should become a spiritual site,
not just an architectural and urban piece of real estate. It should at least have in it the precariousness of Berlins destiny, which it should mirror, fracture, and at
the same time transgress.”

Why this is important | The intended architectural outcome was not described using the terms that most universities use when trying to describe how a building

should be designed and function based off of light, program etc. Instead it is described in terms of meaning and what he wanted the patron to experience beyond just a well-designed space that
performs well. He wanted this Architectural intervention to transcend time in order to convey the ultimate meaning of the museum. This means that phenomenology in these terms wouldn’t be something
that is described by performance or based purely on interpretation of feedback from the senses. Instead the entire intervention would be something symbolic and timeless in nature.

- The importance of the void.

“The new extension is conceived as an emblem where the not visible has made itself apparent as a void, and invisible. The idea is very simple: to build the museum around a void that runs through it, a
void that is to be experienced by the public. Physically, very little remains of the Jewish presence in Berlin-small things, documents, archibe materials, evocative of an absence rather than a presence.
I thought therefor that this “void” that runs centrally through the contemporarcy culture of Berlin should be made visible, accessible..”

Why this is important | The void is symbolic in this case of those that were lost and the memories that were lost as well. This absence, or void, is crafted in many ways but in all ways symbolic in nature.
The fracturing of the views, the fracturing of the structure and the absence of color but the presence of light all adds to this concept of experience and symbolism behind the experience.

7. LIBESKIND, DANIEL. “Between the Lines: The Jewish Museum, Berlin.” Research in Phenomenology, vol. 22, 1992, pp. 82–87. JSTOR, JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/24654490.
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SUMMARIZING LITERATURE
Technology
While many jump to absolutist view points that technology is good or bad for society we learn
from the text that technology’s effects are capable of good AND bad. It all depends on how its
used and the users intentions.

Phenomenology and Architecture
Understanding the qualities that help define an experience of space becomes important from
both of these topics based off of the two readings. Also understanding the larger implications
of an experience of space that can be created by non traditional architectural standards begin
to question traditional architectural methods and opens the possibility to new, more innovative
means of construction and design.
PAGE
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02 Chapter | CINEMATIC PREDICTORS, TECHNOLOGY AS A TOOL IN ARCHITECTURE AND HISTORY OF MIXED REALITY.
					

1966

All movie posters cited on their respected later pages

1989

2002

2016

2016

2017

2017

All Youtube Videos linked to QR codes originate from that respected link. The writer did not construct the videos himself

Time-line adapted from the following locations...

8 - Woodford, Chris. “History of Invention: A Science and Technology Time-line.” Explain That Stuff, 13 Jan. 2019, www.explainthatstuff.com/time-line.html.
9 - Welu, Jeremy. “Tech Time-line: A Conversation on Technology’s Impact on Architecture.” Delv Design, 21 Sept. 2017, delvdesign.com/blog/a-tech-timeline-a-conversation-on-technologys-impact-on-architecture/.
10- Knight, Daniel. “Personal Computer History: 1975-1984.” Low End Mac, 6 Mar. 2018, lowendmac.com/2014/personal-computer-history-the-first-25-years/.
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2018

TIME-LINE|

TECHNOLOGY AS A CONTINUUM OF
EXPERIENCE
All Images of Architecture cited on page 25

1959 (Design Started in) 1943

1959

13

In many cases we have seen the imagination of film and
television predict future technology. While the theories of
technology and phenomenology have been previously
studied and analyzed separately, cinema can sometimes
offer a lens through which we see a postulated culmination
of technology and the built environment. To be clear, while
these precedents and outcomes are fictional in nature the
inspiring nature of movies can lead to societal expectations
of the technologies and built environments.
With these cinematic predictors in mind, documenting and
understanding what actually was being built during that time
period helps us understand technology’s actual impact on
the architecture being created during their respective time
periods.

2003

11 - Tweedie, Steven. “The World’s First Smartphone, Simon, Was Created 15 Years before the IPhone.” Business Insider, Business Insider, 14 June 2015, www.businessinsider.com/worlds-first-smartphone-simon-launched-before-iphone-2015-6.
12 - Wikipedia contributors. “Cordless telephone.” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 10 Feb. 2019. Web. 27 Feb. 2019.
13. Isberto, Michael. “2018 Update: A Timeline and History of Augmented Reality.” Colocation America, Colocation American Staff, 28 Aug. 2018, www.colocationamerica.com/blog/history-of-augmented-reality.
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CINEMATIC PREDICTIONS | PAST

PREDICTIONS

Star Trek (the original series) (1966)

1966
1989
2016
2002
2016
| Director - Marc Daniels. Creator - Gene Roddenberry

2017

2017

2018

- Synopsis - “A 1960’s sci-fi action adventure series set in the 23rd century based around the crew of the USS Enterprise, representing the United Federation

of Planets (including earth) on a five-year mission in outer space to explore new worlds, seek new life and new civilizations, and to boldly go where no one
has gone before. The Enterprise is commanded by handsome and brash Captain James Tiberius “Jim” Kirk. Kirk’s two best friends are Commander Spock (last
name unpronounceable to humans) the ship’s half-human/half-Vulcan Science Officer and First/Executive Officer (i.e. second-in-command) from the planet
Vulcan, and Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Leonard H. “Bones” McCoy. They along with a crew of approximately 430, including helmsman Lieutenant Hikaru Kato
Sulu, navigator Ensign Pavel Andreievich Chekov, Officer Lieutenant Nyota Uhura, and chief engineer Lieutenant Commander Christopher Jorgensen “Scotty”
Scott -- confront strange alien races, friendly and hostile alike, as they explore unknown worlds. The Enterprise battles aliens, megalomaniac computers, time
paradoxes, psychotic murderers, and even Khan. The series is known for looking at then (1960’s) hot topics such as Sex, War, God, Religion, Politics and Racism
and other things that make up the human condition through a lens of the future. The 80 episode TV series which was produced from 1966 to 1969 has now cult
characters and has fans all over the world.”14 — Marty McKee

- Analysis – This television show has been given credit for more than one invention. Understanding how they influenced technology’s creation is the focus of
this study of this show.
Why this is important | In the first episode we see the main characters using technology that would have been considered impossible by that times society.

Now it exists as if it is a part of normal life. For the comparisons of this study I want to focus on the technology portrayed in the show and when something with
extremely similar capabilities were invented. This means that the focus will not be on the root of the technology but when we came closest to replicating the
similar functionalities. Much of the technology that was imagined and then invented focused on communication capabilities.

The Communicator.

18

Aired in season 1 episode 1 in 1966.
Allowed the user to contact the ship wirelessly
similar to that of a cell phone.
Wireless technology did exist during this time period but the size and capabilities that
the communicator had versus that of the wireless communication were vastly different, even
with regards to its transmitting distance.

In-ear communication device

15

Aired in Star Trek : The Motion Picture in 1979
Used in the movie as a way to measure vital signs
and communicate with other Crew members
20

19

The First Cell Phone (1973)

“The first mobile phone call was made… on April
3, 1973, by Motorola employee Martin Cooper.
Using a prototype of what would become the
Motorola DynaTAC 8000x, the world’s first commercial cell phone, Cooper stood near a 900
MHz base station on Sixth Avenue, between 53rd
and 54th Streets, in New York City and placed
a call to the headquarters of Bell Labs in New
Jersey.”15

Smart Watch Communicator

Aired in season 1 episode 1 in 1966
Lieutenant Uhura’s Ear piece allowed her to hear
transmissions wirelessly and directly in
her ear.

The First Blue-tooth Device (1999)

16

Smart Watch Cell Phone (1999)

“Ericsson was a Swedish company. Two members, Jaap Haartsen and SvenMattisson began
work on a wireless form of communication in
1994” 16
However its important to note that this did not
become commercially available until 1999.
Which is why this year is noted instead of 1994.

“Inspired by wrist-worn communication devices
seen in sci-fi flicks, Samsung announced the SPHWP10 in 1999. At the time, this was the smallest
and lightest ‘wireless terminal’ ever produced,
and its design truly reminisced of something
pulled out of Star Trek.”17
17

14.McKee, Marty. “Star Trek.” IMDb, IMDb.com, www.imdb.com/title/tt0060028/plotsummary.
15. Seward, Zachary M. “The First Mobile Phone Call Was Made 40 Years Ago Today.” The Atlantic, Atlantic Media Company, 3 Apr. 2013, www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/04/the-first-mobile-phone-call-was-made-40-years-ago-today/274611/.
16.“What Year Was Bluetooth Invented - Answers.com.” Answers.com, www.answers.com/Q/What_year_was_bluetooth_invented.
17. T., Nick. “Did You Know That Samsung Announced a Watch Phone in 1999?” Phone Arena, PhoneArena, 18 May 2015, www.phonearena.com/news/Did-you-know-that-Samsung-announced-a-watch-phone-in-1999_id69376.
18. Birming, Robert. “Star Trek Communicator Replica.” GeekAlerts, 11 Feb. 2008, www.geekalerts.com/star-trek-communicator-replica/.
19. Don. “SHIELDS UP! REPLICA TOS UHURA EARPICE SOLD AS ORIGINAL TO UNSUSPECTING BUYER.” Wrath of Dhan Star Trek Prop Blog, 1 Jan. 1970, wrathofdhanprops.blogspot.com/2014/10/shields-up-replica-tos-uhura-earpice.html.
20. “WILLIAM SHATNER STARFLEET WRIST COMMUNICATOR FROM STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE.” ICollector.com Online Auctions, www.icollector.com/WILLIAM-SHATNER-STARFLEET-WRIST-COMMUNICATOR-FROM-STAR-TREK-THE-MOTION-PICTURE_i13362719.
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CINEMATIC PREDICTIONS | PAST

PREDICTIONS

Back To The Future Part 2 (1989)

1966
1989
2002
2016
| Director - Marc Daniels. Creator - Gene Roddenberry

2016

2017

2017

2018

- Synopsis - “After a wacky trip to 1955, Marty McFly returns to his own time only to find himself going with his friend Doc Brown to the year 2015 to straighten

out a family problem. When they return to 1985 however, they quickly discover that Biff Tannen has turned Hill Valley into a hell hole. Their only chance to restore
their original time is to return to 1955 to set things right.”21 — Blazer346

- Analysis – This is the first time (to my current knowledge) wearable technology is featured as covering the eyes in both a full immersion and semi immersion

sequence by 2 characters. The scene still depicts a regular family type interaction that we see today with our phones. Where the kids are disconnected from
the family meal and are busy interacting with their technology rather than each other. Other futuristic technology is featured but the virtual and augmented
reality headsets that are pictured here have extreme similarities to the current technology we see today.

Why this is important | The depiction of technology’s interaction with society in the movie was some what dramatized. However, with technology being

integrated into daily life and the surrounding environment it was interesting to see how the technology seemed more applied to the built environment rather
than seamlessly integrated. Even by todays standards we see technology trying to blend in with our surroundings in a uniform way. For example the Amazon
Alexa technology comes in multiple sizes, shapes, designs and colors. By doing this consumers are more apt to use the technology because its complimentary
to the built environment.
The key takeaway would be that integration of technology to the built environment should be complimentary and not imposing.

VR/AR Headsets.

Aired in (1989).
Both characters in the film are utilizing different
devices that project images in a stereoscopic
manor creating a 3-dimensional experience. It
appears as though the character Marty’s headset is transparent because he is still able to see
though the headset to pick up food.
24

22

Virtual Reality (2012)

“One of the first companies to attempt to launch
a VR headset was Sega, which planned Sega
VR as an accessory for the Genesis. With development starting in 1991 and continuing for a
couple years after, Sega VR was an attempt to
squeeze more life out of the company’s 16-bit
games console.”22

“Oculus VR is an American technology company founded by Palmer Luckey, Brendan Iribe,
Michael Antonov and Nate Mitchell in July 2012
in Irvine, California, now based in Menlo Park. It
specializes in virtual reality hardware and software products.”23
23

21. blazer346. “Plot.” IMDb - Back to the Future Part 2, IMDb.com, www.imdb.com/title/tt0096874/plotsummary?ref_=tt_stry_pl#synopsis.
22. Dormehl, Luke. “8 Virtual Reality Milestones That Took It from Sci-Fi to Your Living Room.” Digital Trends, Digital Trends, 4 Apr. 2018, www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/history-of-virtual-reality/.
23. Wikipedia contributors. “Oculus VR.” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 30 Nov. 2018. Web. 7 Dec. 2018.
24. Movieclips. “Back to the Future Part 2 (5/12) Movie CLIP - The Future McFlys (1989) HD.” YouTube, YouTube, 27 May 2011, www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ztwns5PkJY&feature=youtu.be.
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CINEMATIC PREDICTIONS |

CURRENT PREDICTIONS
1966
1989
2002
The First (2018) | HULU ORIGINAL SERIES 			
Beau Willimon

2016

2016

2017

2017

2018

Analysis |
- Mixed reality is a normal interaction with an individual in society.
- In addition to the in ear phones they use a regular pair of glasses to directly interact with holograms.
- The glasses look like a regular pair of glasses which is where the technology is actually heading.
Why this is important |
Witnessing a film implementing what could be future tech in a more realistic manor as compared to other films is important because
it shows how technology’s advancements don’t always have to have a radical impact on how a society behaves.

27

Virtual Computer
Here we see a lawyer in the show paging through a document that she
needed to review. If you notice while the other characters aren’t wearing
their glasses they actually have their own pair sitting in-front of them on
the conference table. This suggests that the other characters have read
the document and understand it enough to where they don’t need to
collaborate on it.

25

Collaborative Hologram Interaction
In this Particular scene we see two characters interacting with a swarm
of holographic birds. The simulation was an algorithm that the main
character had programed for her daughters birthday and wanted to
share it with her colleague. The two individuals were able to directly
interfere with the flocks flight patters by moving their hands towards
the holograms.

25

This is very similar to the ART INSTALLATION “Unmoored” by Mel
Chin where the HoloLens was used to create a collaborative experience
of what rising sea levels would be if we continue to ignore global warming.

25. Willimon, Beau. “What’s Needed.” The First, season 1, episode 2, Hulu, 2018.
26. Kar, Ian. “Citigroup Wants to Bring Microsoft’s HoloLens and Augmented Reality to Stock Trading.” Quartz, Quartz, 30 Mar. 2016, qz.com/650872/citigroup-wants-to-bring-microsofts-hololens-and-augmented-reality-to-stock-trading/.
27. “The First.” IMDb, IMDb.com, 14 Sept. 2018, www.imdb.com/title/tt7412482/.
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CINEMATIC PREDICTIONS |

CURRENT PREDICTIONS
1966

1989

2002

2016

2016

2017

2017

2018

Minority Report (2002) | Stephen Spielberg
- Synopsis - “It is the near future, a future where murders have become so common, that a system had to be established. This system is called “Precrime”,

where 3 psychics can predict murders before they happen. Allowing police to stop the murders. This system is in production in Washington D.C. Where police
officer John Anderton (who lost his son to a murder 6 years previous) has stopped numerous murders in his career. One day, he found out that he is the next
person to commit a murder. Now, he is running away from a system he helped become successful, and trying to find out why he was set up to commit murder.”28
—John Wiggins

- Analysis – Gesture control becomes the main focus of this movie with regards to this research. The Microsoft HoloLens utilizes this same technology but

admittedly seems less complex and effective than is portrayed in this film. In this film the main character played by Tom Cruise interacts with a large curved
screen by wearing gloves that monitor his hands movements in order to input different commands into the holographic screen.

28

- Analysis – Gesture control becomes the main focus of this movie with regards to

this research. The Microsoft HoloLens utilizes this same technology but admittedly seems
less complex and effective than is portrayed in this film. In this film the main character
played by Tom Cruise interacts with a large curved screen by wearing gloves that monitor his hands movements in order to input a multitude of different commands into the
holographic screen. Many Developers are now adding more commands to the HoloLens as it evolves in capabilities.

29
Author created image

28. Wiggens, John. “Plot.” IMDb, IMDb.com, www.imdb.com/title/tt0181689/plotsummary?ref_=tt_stry_pl#synopsis.
29. Loughrey @clarisselou, Clarisse. “6 Predictions from Minority Report That Actually Came True.” The Independent, Independent Digital News and Media, 25 June 2017, www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/features/minority-report-15th-anniversary-predictive-policing-gesture-basedcomputing-facial-and-optical-a7807666.html.
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CINEMATIC DYSTOPIAS | Harmful
Implications of Similar Technology
and Further MR Advancement.

ARCHITECTURAL
1966

1989

Ghost in the Shell (2017) |
Director - Rupert Sanders

2002

(AR EFFECTS)

2016

2016

2017

2017

2018

Analysis | Mixed Reality Advertising

Advertisement overlay-ed on the built environment at varying scales

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT |

Mixed Reality Advertisement should be regulated to prevent it from covering up buildings that give a city its identity

31

30

30. “Ghost in the Shell.” IMDb, IMDb.com, 29 Mar. 2017, www.imdb.com/title/tt1219827/?ref_=nv_sr_1%3Fref_.
31. António, Gustavo. “Ghost In The Shell - Cyberpunk City.” YouTube, YouTube, 26 Apr. 2018, www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCSz3Ltob34&feature=youtu.be.
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CINEMATIC DYSTOPIAS | Harmful
Implications of Similar Technology
and Further MR Advancement.

ARCHITECTURAL
1966

1989

2002

Ready Player One (2017) | Stephen Spielberg

2016

(VR EFFECTS)

2016

2017

2017

2018

Analysis |

- VIRTUAL REALITY NOT MIXED REALITY
- IMMERSIVE technology of Virtual reality
- Based off of virtual reality’s potential to create otherworld like experiences including that of crypto currency.
- Some characters live in a trailer that has been inserted into a large structure in what is depicted as the future location and state
of living of Columbus, Ohio in 2045.
- Dystopian like view gets painted into this film. Because people are so concerned with being in this virtual world they have no
care for the real world that they are living in.

32.

33.
34

32. Spielberg, Stephen. “Ready Player One (2018).” IMDb, IMDb.com, www.imdb.com/title/tt1677720/.
33. Nyren, Erin. “Steven Spielberg’s ‘Ready Player One’ Crosses $500 Million Worldwide.” Variety, Variety, 21 Apr. 2018, variety.com/2018/film/box-office/ready-player-one-500-million-steven-spielberg-1202778645/.
34. Wainfur, Rob. “Geek References You May Have Missed From The Ready Player One Trailer (Updated).” The Bearded Trio, Blogger, 25 July 2017, www.thebeardedtrio.com/2017/07/geek-references-you-may-have-missed.html.
35. Pictures, Warner Bros. “READY PLAYER ONE - Official Trailer 1 [HD].” YouTube, YouTube, 10 Dec. 2017, www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSp1dM2Vj48&feature=youtu.be.
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CINEMATIC DYSTOPIAS | Harmful
Implications of Similar Technology
and Further MR Advancement.

PSYCHOLOGICAL
1966

1989

2002

Black Mirror | PLAY TEST

2016

2016

2017

2017

2018

Dan Trachtenberg

Analysis | Mixed Reality Biologically Implanted
WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT |

References warnings by Heideggar.
Showcases the importance of intention...
Harmless MR programing/programer
Harmfull MR programing/programer

38.

37.

37.
37.

36. Monvoisin, Richard, et al. “Utiliser La Série Black Mirror Pour Incrémenter La Critique (Et Avoir Une Excuse Pour Regarder Des Séries).” Collectif De Recherche Transdisciplinaire Esprit Critique & Sciences, 23 Feb. 2017, cortecs.org/materiel/utiliser-la-serie-black-mirror-pour-incrementer-la-critique-etavoir-une-excuse-pour-regarder-des-series/.
37. Costa, Leo. “Black Mirror – Playtest – Leo Costa.” Leo Costa, 2018, www.leocosta.me/portfolio/black-mirror-playtest/
38. Netflix. “Black Mirror | Playtest Featurette [HD] | Netflix.” YouTube, YouTube, 12 Oct. 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUM_evdCl4I&feature=youtu.be.
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CINEMATIC DYSTOPIAS | Harmful
Implications of Similar Technology
and Further MR Advancement.

PSYCHOLOGICAL
1966

Hyper Reality | Keiichi Matsuda

1989

2002

2016

2016

2017

2017

2018

- Synopsis - “Our physical and virtual realities are becoming increasingly intertwined. Technologies such as VR, augmented reality, wearables,

and the Internet of things are pointing to a world where technology will envelop every aspect of our lives. It will be the glue between every
interaction and experience, offering amazing possibilities, while also controlling the way we understand the world. Hyper-Reality attempts to
explore this exciting but dangerous trajectory. It was crowd-funded, and shot on location in Medellín, Colombia.” 39

- Analysis – This project directly addresses my initial thoughts of how augmented reality could be applied to architecture with the naïve thoughts

that it would be beneficial to live in a world enhanced in a world of augmented reality. After viewing this YouTube video that Keiichi produced I
can clearly see how an abuse of this technology would have an extreme effect on the mental perception of the built environment as well as an
effect on personal anxieties if not properly managed and regulated.
39.

SUMMARIZING CINEMATIC PREDICTORS
In many cinematic cases, the implications of technology on the world is
highly dramatized. However, important lessons can be understood and taken
into consideration while developing the technology further in the practice of
architecture, holographic architecture and elsewhere.
This also brings intent into focus. While many will develop applications for constructive
use with mixed reality we must also understand that there are others who will seek to
use mixed reality to be destructive in nature as well. As such, we must put precautions
in place to protect peoples privacy and hold mixed reality application companies
accountable for programing that is destructive in nature.
39.

39. Matsuda, Keiichi. “Hyper-Reality.” Hyper-Reality, 2016, hyper-reality.co/.
40. Matsuda, Keiichi. “HYPER-REALITY.” YouTube, YouTube, 19 May 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJg02ivYzSs&feature=youtu.be.
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HISTORY OF AUGMENTED (MIXED) REALITY|

Understanding the parallels between the evolution of mixed reality technology and the way that evolution in technology has affected
architectural design allows us to understand how the technology may impact the our architectural profession. This is not an attempt to
predict what will happend but instead analyze the parallels and impacts that have already happend due to technology and realize
that new technology does cause change in architectural design.

42. Ivan Sutherland - First head mounted display. (photo credit unknown.)

43. Augmented reality App. (2 Dimensional)

44. Perkins and Will using mixed reality to look at a 3
dimensional model (3 Dimensional)

History | Augmented Reality vs. Mixed Reality
42. Diagram credit to Colocation America. - This diagram was made prior to the professional definision of wearable augmented
reality being shifted to the term “MIXED REALITY”.

The term Mixed Reality has only recently been the professionally accepted term for
the capabilities of the microsoft hololens and other devices like it that are capable
of overlaying digital steroscopic images which create a simulated hologram and are
capable of anchoring them in the real world around them.

42. Isberto, Michael. “2018 Update: A Timeline and History of Augmented Reality.” Colocation America, Colocation American Staff, 28 Aug. 2018, www.colocationamerica.com/blog/history-of-augmented-reality.
43. Zorigtbaatar, Oyundari. “Gallery of The Real Star of The Apple Keynote? ARKit Augmented Reality Technology - 1.” Edited by AD Editorial Team, ArchDaily, VELUX, 12 Sept. 2017, 13:30, www.archdaily.com/879403/the-real-star-of-the-apple-keynote-arkit-augmented-reality-technology/59b5e478b
22e38deb9000019-the-real-star-of-the-apple-keynote-arkit-augmented-reality-technology-image.
44. Lau, Wanda. “The Technology to Master in Architecture.” Architectmagazine.com, 5 Jan. 2017, www.architectmagazine.com/technology/the-technology-to-master-in-architecture-in-2017_o.
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HISTORY | Technology as a Tool in Architecture.

45

47

50

52

45

48

50

52

46

49

51

52

Frank Lloyd Wright’s Gugenheim (1959)

Sydney Opera House (1959)

BLUEPRINTS | 1842

CAD | 1957 Computer Aided Design

Criticized for limits of viewing distance and non
planar floors for viewing of art installations.

Criticized for lack of accoustic planning.

Drawings are still drafted by hand using this method but this
process allowed the drawings to be replicated at a much faster
rate after the drawings were finished.

Many assume CAD lead to flat and straight lined buildings
because of it’s inherent orthagonal nature, it in fact enabled new
forms like this one because it was able to be structurally analyzed
using the software.

For complete citation please read “Works Cited” chapter at the end of this book.
45. Mendelsohn, Ashley. “Illuminating Details from Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim Blueprints.”
46. Gibson, Eleanor. “Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim Is an Icon of Modern Architecture.”
47. ”File:First Floor Plan (Sydney Opera House) (5373921522).jpg.” Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository.
48. state records nsw - digital gallery. “Buildings We Love: Sydney Opera House.”

Frank Gehry’s Disney Concert Hall (2003)

London’s City Hall (2002)

CATIA | mid 1977’s

BIM | Mid 2000’s

“Now known in the industry as parametric design and building
information modeling, this approach has ushered in a new era
of architecture”

Hailed as optimal accoustic design for certiain areas
of 100% accoustical accuracy.

“Like other Foster projects of the 21st century,
London’s City Hall was designed using BIM
computer modeling software, which makes it
cost- and time-possible to create a glass-clad
fanned sphere with no front or back.”53

49. Sydney Opera House Trust. “Media Image Gallery” Photographer unknown.
50. Chang, Lian. “The Software Behind Frank Gehry’s Geometrically Complex Architecture.”
51. Jones, Rennie. “AD Classics: Walt Disney Concert Hall / Frank Gehry.” 39. Partners, Gehry. “Walt Disney Concert Hall.”
52. www.fosterandpartners.com, Foster + Partners /. “City Hall | Foster + Partners.” Architecture Projects | Foster + Partners, www.
fosterandpartners.com/projects/city-hall/.
53. Craven, Jackie. “Space-Age Designs of Norman Foster.” ThoughtCo, ThoughtCo, 4 June 2018, www.thoughtco.com/norman-fosterarchitecture-portfolio-4065277.
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HISTORY | Technology’s as a Tool in Architecture.
History | Technology and Architectural Implications
“These aren’t just buildings that were improved using digital tools, they would not have been built,” says Tom Maver, research professor at the Mackintosh School of Architecture at the Glasgow School
of Art. “It has provided solutions to problems that have faced some of the world’s most ambitious buildings.” 54

Why it’s Important | Understanding technology’s role in architecture helps us understand how and why architecture evolves through time. With this evolution comes a revealing that was talked about

in the previous readings from Hiedeggar. many of these buildings came to fruition only by technological advances in society. The main point to make is that it wasnt until architects started to use the
technology in the architectural design process that we understood its potential and effects. By analyzing mixed reality and the microsoft hololens we are able to get a glimps into what could be the
architects next evolution in modeling or spacial understaning and collaboration. It’s also important that we study it now before it becomes smaller in size and more main stream so we are able to guide
the technology to have a positive impact on the individual in society as they experience their own spacial understanding of mixed reality architecture.

SUMMARIZING MIXED REALITY HISTORY
AND TECHNOLOGY AS A TOOL IN
ARCHITECTURE
Mixed Reality is in its very early stages of development. If we, as architect’s, learn to
understand this technology and its ability to alter the perception of the built environment
now, then we can help guide its integration into society in a positive way that doesn’t
detract from architecture if it ends up doing so.
By understanding this technology and coming to this realization (as stated above) we are
also able to leverage the technology and its abilities to aid us through our entire process
of design and construction management in ways that we don’t yet realize.

For complete citation please read “Works Cited” chapter at the end of this book.
54. Winterman, Denise, and Jennifer Green. “The Buildings That Would Have Been Impossible.” ,
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03 Chapter | INTERVIEWS

Matt Finn | Cognitive Design
INTERVIEWS |

Communications with Professionals in the Architectural Community and Their Experience with
Technology in the Profession.

55
After understanding from the previous chapter how technology might be integrated into the built
environment it is important to realize how technology is currently being used as an integrating factor
in architecture. The best way to do this was to open a dialogue with architectural professionals.
With Matt Finn I was able to discuss Mixed Reality directly in a one on one interview at his office. The
communications between Jennifer and I were through email.

Jennifer Durham | TVS Design

56

55. Finn, Matt. “People.” Cognitive Design, 2017, cognitive.design/people/.
56. Robinson, Jessica. “Jennifer Durham.” Tvsdesign Architecture & Design, Tvsdesign Architecture & Design, 17 Aug. 2018, www.tvsdesign.com/team/jennifer-durham/.
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INTERVIEWS | Communications with Professionals in the Architectural Community and Their Experience with Technology in the Profession.

Meeting | Matt Finn, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP Cognitive Design, LLC

- Greater Atlanta Area

“… an Atlanta native and graduate of Kennesaw State University, began his career at Perkins+Will, where he contributed to a number of award-winning
education, healthcare, and workplace projects including 1315 Peachtree Street, Charles R. Drew Charter School Junior and Senior Academy and the University
of Virginia Hospital Expansion. Experience working on complex architectural projects prepared Matt for practice-led research into such topics as facilitating
psychotherapy for combat Veterans of the U.S. Armed Forces with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Matt’s interdisciplinary research and innovative thinking
have been recognized by Healthcare Design magazine, who named Matt the 2016 HCD 10 Researcher. Additionally, Matt’s work has been featured by numerous
academic institutions, media outlets and conferences including the Academy of Neuroscience For Architecture and the American Institute of Architects.”57
(From Cognitive Design’s website)

The following is from a recorded interview with Matt on October 24th 2018 58.(Interview Cited Below)
“I actually have some experience considering augmented reality. I applied for an NSF grant with some folks at the university of Tennessee in Knoxville looking at
using augmented reality in architectural design.”
“I’m not a fan of experiences in technology.”

“The proper term for Augmented Reality is Mixed Reality”
57

“mixed reality, from my understanding, is much more about being able to supplement the information your body is capable of collecting with information
technologies able to deliver to you so that you get a MIX of the information you are collecting through your analogue senses mixed with the information that technology can deliver.”
“[With reference to NSF GRANT] We were looking at in a health care setting, the way that the team of providers cares for a patient. And that team is separated in time and space. There are multiple
shifts people provide care at different times. And sometimes they’re separated by physical space. So, we looked at how teams of people work towards a common goal. In this case its like caring for a
patient, and how the teams work together. [for example] their social behaviors and how we could use augmented reality to be a tool for providing that care but the tool, the mechanism that we were
most interested in was allowing the team to learn through the tool on how to work better together based on social behaviors…”
Matt then went on to speak about why NSF turned down the proposal because they focused to much on the behavioral sensors rather than the project and its intent. They stated that people are
already trying to achieve those sensors and the feedback that one would get from those sensors.
This quote comes from the part of the conversation where we were discussing two different examples of a possible application of the HoloLens with reference to its capabilities of way finding. He
comments on how to properly address these applications in a more relatable way. (All text was consequential and quoted as such)
1.
2.

“Mixed reality has the ability to provide a different experience than is achievable with analogue technologies.”
“There are certain situations that would benefit from that some more than others.”

“Mixed reality can provide a different experience than analogue technologies and in some cases that is very beneficial”
[In reference to museum as an architectural outcome of these studies] “you’re going to be talking a lot about the experience of a museum and first demonstrate the experience of going to a museum
as a base line. You talk about the limitations of that experience… then you talk about what can be gained by supplementing that analogue experience with mixed reality.”
57. Finn, Matt. “People.” Cognitive Design, 2017, cognitive.design/people/.
58. Jones, Corey A, and Matt Finn. “An Interview with Matt Finn - Regarding Mixed Reality and the HoloLens.” 24 Oct. 2018.
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INTERVIEWS | Communications with Professionals in the Architectural Community and Their Experience with Technology in the Profession.

“Something very nuts and bolts architecturally… I would imagine there are some prompts for the sensing tools that are built into the HoloLens that are not visible to the human eye… so what are the
technical requirements for that. Show that in section through the wall that integrates these components so the view with and without… then integrate how your project is dealing with the human
experience of this technology”
“You can find a situation where augmented reality is a tool to provide hope in a situation that no analogue methods are capable of providing hope”
“there are some literature what are the psychological mechanisms for hope and joy… there’s a lot of stuff out there”
“There are some situations where hope is… one that I’m familiar with… is in cancer treatment. So the belief … that you will heal or will not has a very strong effect on your outcome… [states that there
is literature to support the following] there was one guy that died of cancer and he didn’t even have cancer and he didn’t even have cancer. They did some labs, they told him he had cancer, they
told him he was going to die, he believed it, he died, they did an autopsy… and there was no cancer. Your beliefs have a very strong effect on your physiology.”
“One of the things that I’ve learned is that everybody perceives and responds to their surroundings differently based on their individual life story, physical or mental disabilities or impairments that they’re
living with. You and I and everybody else were experiencing all of those things [experiences based on perceptions] differently. I like the idea that mixed reality can help tailor a singular architectural
solution because you can’t build a different building for everybody, you can tailor it in some way for an individual.”
“Acknowledging what mixed reality can do and if you want to design a building that leverages this these are the architectural implications. These are the dos and dont’s. To me… that’s like design
guidelines” [as an architectural outcome for thesis]
“Focus on the human experience… focus on what mixed reality can do that cant be accomplished any other way and find a great example of that, that you care about” [and apply it to that cause]

58. Jones, Corey A, and Matt Finn. “An Interview with Matt Finn - Regarding Mixed Reality and the HoloLens.” 24 Oct. 2018.
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INTERVIEWS | Communications with Professionals in the Architectural Community and Their Experience with Technology in the Profession.

Email Correspondence | Jennifer Durham , Practice Professional at tvsdesign
The following is from email correspondence in response to 3 minute thesis feedback and questions asked post competition 60.(Interview Cited Below)
“Augmented Reality is a tough thesis subject as it has so many possible applications in the world, that it’ hard to narrow down architectural issues and solutions
without turning it into a sales pitch for a particular product/software. I think your biggest contribution to AR as it pertains to architecture conversation will be
identifying issues that the architecture and construction industry has right now, and how AR would be the only solution to that problem. Running simulations on
building collapse, fire, or other emergencies isn’t something we do currently because the technology doesn’t yet exist, but as projects like the ones in Dubai
continue to emerge with entire cities almost captured under a dome, emergency egress will need to be analyzed under a different mode of thinking.”
“I don’t personally use the VR or AR for my work, but there are some people who do. Right now it’s mostly AR that we use, but we are experimenting. We do
some live-time 3d visualization on conference calls with escape, a plug-in for Revit or sketch up. We have submitted 3-D renderings where the client can spin
around the space, sometimes in house or with the help of an out-of-house consultant. We do some walk-though/fly-through videos in house and sometimes out
of house for competitions. The larger projects in our office, like the convention center studio, use AR and VR a lot more than I do. I usually work on smaller jobs or
in the construction documents and administration phases of a job. We do some physical models, but in house we only make crude ones in the concept design
phase, and then out-of-house ones for competitions when its required. Personally I feel that as this technology increases in availability and popularity clients
come to expect it as part of the base condition and will ask for renderings, videos, 3D views, etc. on very short notice. I think the future of AR/VR is developing
something independently from the design process that solves some need from a client or government entity besides just communication your design. I don’t
know what that is, but so far its just serving the purpose of changing the presentation techniques, it’s not even an integral part of the design process the way most
59 people use it. I think for egress simulations, this is still very crude as everyone is calming walking to exit one building. There is no 9-11 type simulation, or controlled
demolition simulation, something beyond a building being slightly on fire with calm, polite people leaving. Like a car-impact testing that the car manufacturers
do, but a digital architectural version.”

SUMMARIZING INTERVIEWS WITH ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSIONALS
Mixed Reality, as a tool for architecture, has the ability to enable visualization processes and techniques
that are only available in computer simulations currently. Being able to leverage this technology to help us
see 3D models and analysis of those models in a true three dimensional sense will begin to give a better
spatial and performative understanding of our architecture as we design.
While these possible capabilities could be explored, this thesis seeks to understand how Mixed Reality can have real
world implications at a 1:1 scale because the technology directly interacts with the built environment that surrounds us
and alters the perception of the built environment at that scale.
59. Robinson, Jessica. “Jennifer Durham.” Tvsdesign Architecture & Design, Tvsdesign Architecture & Design, 17 Aug. 2018, www.tvsdesign.com/team/jennifer-durham/.
60. Jones, Corey A, and Jennifer Durham. 23 Oct. 2018.
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04 Chapter | MICROSOFT HOLOLENS

61.

MICROSOFT HOLOLENS | An Introduction to Mixed Reality Technology and How it Alters the

Spacial Conditions within the Built Environment.

Now, the research has established how professionals use technology in their office and how they
feel that Mixed Reality could have an impact on the built environment and how it could impact the
Profession of architecture. The important next step is to fully understand the actual capabilities of the
technology.

(Image to left was generated by the author)
61. Roettgers, Janko. “Netflix to Build App for Microsoft’s HoloLens Augmented Reality Headset.” Variety, 12 May 2017, variety.com/2017/digital/news/
netflix-hololens-app-ar-1202403359/.
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MICROSOFT HOLOLENS | An Introduction to Mixed Reality Technology and How it Alters the Spacial Conditions within the Built Environment.
						(All images were generated by the author on this page.)

SPATIAL MAPPING |
“Spatial mapping provides a detailed representation of real-world surfaces in the environment around the HoloLens, allowing
developers to create a convincing mixed reality experience. By merging the real world with the virtual world, an application can
make holograms seem real. Applications can also more naturally align with user expectations by providing familiar real-world
behaviors and interactions.”62

Why this is important | This feature allows the user to obtain a digital version of the analogue world around them. In architectural

terms it’s as if you are surveying the existing conditions in a space without actually having to measure everything out. The other
benefit to this feature is that the technology uses this information to attach holographic objects or items to. While many holograms
could be placed anywhere within space, it brings more reality to the perception of the hologram if it is able to directly interact
with the surrounding space.

SPATIAL SOUND |
“When objects are out of our line of sight, one of the ways that we can perceive what’s going on around us is through sound. In
Windows Mixed Reality, the audio engine provides the aural component of the mixed-reality experience by simulating 3D sound
using direction, distance, and environmental simulations. Using spatial sound in an application allows developers to convincingly
place sounds in a 3 dimensional space (sphere) all around the user. Those sounds will then seem as if they were coming from real
physical objects or the mixed reality holograms in the user’s surroundings. Given that holograms are objects made of light and
sometimes sound, the sound component helps ground holograms making them more believable and creating a more immersive
experience.”62

Why this is important | Our ears are one of the ways that the brain perceives space. By adding this layer of realism to the

technology the brain is now able to interpret volumes of space, materiality of space and location of an object in space. This could
lend itself to creating sounds that are not natural to the environment thus altering the experience of any volume of space. This
could cause psychological effects on the brain.

62. Contributors Vary. “Fundimentals – Mixed reality.” Mixed Reality | Microsoft Docs, Microsoft, Articles Dates Vary, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/.
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MICROSOFT HOLOLENS | An Introduction to Mixed Reality Technology and How it Alters the Spacial Conditions within the Built Environment.
						(All images were generated by the author on this page.)

GAZE |
“Gaze is the first form of input and is a primary form of targeting within mixed reality. Gaze tells you where the user is looking in the
world and lets you determine their intent. In the real world, you’ll typically look at an object that you intend to interact with. This is
the same with gaze.”62

Why this is important | This focuses specifically with the user’s focus of perception and how they are viewing their surroundings.

Because of this there is an element of predictability that can come from this digital information about the analogue world it could
be documented what areas of space get neglected or looked over. This is very similar to the eye tracking technology that is used
in medical or advertising research to follow the attention of the user and document their focal points.

GESTURE |
“Hand gestures allow users take action in mixed reality. Interaction is built on gaze to target and gesture or voice to act upon
whatever element has been targeted. Hand gestures do not provide a precise location in space, but the simplicity of putting on
a HoloLens and immediately interacting with content allows users to get to work without any other accessories.”62

Why this is important | Interaction with any technology is key for input so the technology is able to produce an output. In

reference to Mixed Reality we see that interaction with the holograms enables the human brain to rationalize that this object is in
fact interacting with the world around me and is not false in nature. Unfortunately it is important to note that no hap-tic feedback
glove currently interacts with the HoloLens. While hap-tic feedback gloves are being invented and experimented with in order to
give holograms a tactile level of interaction there are no current functioning gloves on the market.

62. Contributors Vary. “Fundimentals – Mixed reality.” Mixed Reality | Microsoft Docs, Microsoft, Articles Dates Vary, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/.
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VOICE INPUT|
“Voice is one of the three key forms of input on HoloLens. It allows you to directly command a hologram without having to use
gestures. You simply gaze at a hologram and speak your command. Voice input can be a natural way to communicate your intent.
Voice is especially good at traversing complex interfaces because it lets users cut through nested menus with one command.”62

Why this is important | Voice recognition as a form of interaction is important to this technology because it helps integrate it
with other technology that we are seeing being adopted by society (i.e. amazon’s Alexa). Also, gestures can be come limited in
their range of commands unless sign language can be integrated as forms of commands. Being able to give vocal gestures to
technology allows there to be a degree of communication between man and technology.

62. Contributors Vary. “Fundimentals – Mixed reality.” Mixed Reality | Microsoft Docs, Microsoft, Articles Dates Vary, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/.
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MICROSOFT HOLOLENS | An Introduction to Mixed Reality Technology and How it Alters the Spacial Conditions within the Built Environment.
Direct Architectural Applications | Ways the technology is already evolving and altering the perception of space.
These examples are not the only ones that exist currently. There are more that are being developed.

Way Finding | Torch AR

“The experience demonstrates an app that leads the user from the front lobby of our building to our office, navigating stairs, two
right turns, and a left turn, and covering about 150 feet total. I recorded this all in one take on an iPad and in one project using just
Torch (e.g. no outside special effects or video editing software or cloud anchors.)” 63
This Augmented Reality simulation was created to help guide a person through a building.

Why it’s Important | Way finding is mentioned numerously through architectural research and theory. Varying in scales from a city

to a simple building, way-finding is an important aspect of any Architectural design.

63.

63.

Holoporting | Microsoft HoloLens Research Team
“holoportation is a new type of 3D capture technology that allows high quality 3D models of people to be reconstructed,
compressed, and transmitted anywhere in the world in real-time. When combined with mixed reality displays such as HoloLens, this
technology allows users to see and interact with remote participants in 3D as if they are actually present in their physical space.
Communicating and interacting with remote users becomes as natural as face to face communication.” 64
Transmitting 3dimensional models and people in real time helps to bridge the behavioral communication gap that happens
between people that cannot be in the immediate proximity. Emails and text messaging can convey unintended meaning which
can alter the desired outcome of the communication to begin with.

Why it’s Important | Social hubs or nodes can relate to specific land mark type areas or implied social gathering spots. In

architecture we try to foster these social interaction spots so more of them can occur. So how do we now design with this type
of technology and need for social space in mind? Do we even need to alter program or can we just implement this type of
technology into a conference or meeting room already?

64.
63. Reynolds, Paul. “Prototyping a Mobile AR Way-finding App With Torch AR.” Torch, Torch, 1 Oct. 2018, blog.torch3d.com/prototyping-a-mobile-ar-wayfinding-app-with-torch-ar-9a3ea924fd5e.
64. Izadi, Shahram. “Holoportation: Virtual 3D Teleportation in Real-Time (Microsoft Research).” YouTube, Microsoft HoloLens Research, 25 Mar. 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=7d59O6cfaM0.
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HoloLens | Analogue Realities
Understanding what the HoloLens technology CANNOT do or is incapable of doing. This only applies directly to the HoloLens itself and not how it’s able to use other technology to achieve something
it inherently cannot do.

– Cannot Manifest a Physical Object.

“(Microsoft refers to them as “waveguides”) that use an optical projection system to beam holograms into your eyes. These look like regular glasses when you pull them out of the visor, and it’s easy to
imagine a future where just these glasses are the entirety of HoloLens. While traditional smart-phones have displays measured in pixels, Microsoft is counting light points to boost HoloLens’ resolution and
the number of light points per radian for density. Essentially, more radiants and light points mean holograms are brighter and richer. These bright and rich holograms are projected and bounced around
as particles of light (photons) through the waveguides and into your eyes.” 65

Why? | Because it is a light-based technology and does not have the ability to manifest or assemble an object by any means. It only produces images of 3d images using this light point technology.
– Cannot Simulate Smells.
Why? | While the HoloLens has multiple ways of stimulating senses both visually and auditorily it does not have a smell simulator included.
– Cannot Create a False Tactile Texture to Any Surface.
Why? | Because the technology cannot manipulate physical surfaces texturally. It can only simulate colors and patterns visually.
– Cannot Give Hap-tic Feedback on a hologram.
Why? | This means that a hologram cannot be sensed by the hand when the hologram is interacted with.
– Cannot Move a Physical Object.
Why? | The movement of any physical object requires direct interaction by technology. The HoloLens itself does not mechanically pick up or move an object by any means.

65. Warren, Tom. “Inside Microsoft’s HoloLens.” The Verge, The Verge, 6 Apr. 2016, www.theverge.com/2016/4/6/11376442/microsoft-hololens-holograms-parts-teardown-photos-hands-on.
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05 Chapter | CURRENT APPLICATIONS

EDUCATION

MEDICAL PROFESSION

67

66.

AUTOMOTIVE PROFESSION

ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION

68.

69

Current Applications | [1:1] Direct Applications of the Technology in Today’s World
Now having a base understanding of how the technology works and how it could be applied to the architectural profession its important to see how other professions are using the tool to solve their
own problems utilizing this technology.
Examples include but are not limited to : Medical Profession, Education, Automotive and Architectural solutions.

66. Palladino, Tommy. “UK’s Largest Children’s Hospital Is Adopting HoloLens to Assist Surgeons.” Next Reality, Next Reality, 13 Aug. 2018, HoloLens.reality.news/news/uks-largest-childrens-hospital-is-adopting-hololens-assistsurgeons-0186495/.
67. “Microsoft HoloLens: Partner Spotlight with Case Western Reserve University.” YouTube, YouTube, 8 July 2015, www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKpKlh1-en0.
68. IJsfontein. “Mercedes-Benz Global Training HoloLens Experience.” YouTube, YouTube, 21 June 2018, www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6_uymfV82g.
69. Palladino, Tommy. “Studio 216 Constructs Architectural Visions in Mixed Reality.” Next Reality, Next Reality, 28 Apr. 2017, next.reality.news/news/studio-216-constructs-architectural-visions-mixed-reality-0177352/.
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Current Applications | [1:1] Direct Applications of the Technology in Today’s World

Medical Practice |
Education – Case Western Reserve University is currently using the Microsoft HoloLens to understand anatomy better than they

could by looking at pictures in a book. “We’ve been teaching human anatomy the same way for a hundred years students get
a cadaver then they look at medical illustrations and it’s completely two-dimensional and the human body isn’t” In the youtube
video that was produced by Microsoft HoloLens it was made clear that there was a restriction on the range of view that the user
would experience but was still shown as an effective means by which to study the human body in a collaborative manner versus
using virtual reality which would inhibit collaborative efforts due to the full emersion of the user and the technology. “HoloLens is
going to enable us to teach in an integrated way and to look at the body in ways they haven’t been able to see” 70

Surgical application – One of the crucial benefits to surgeons utilizing the HoloLens is that they are able to have holographic

70

images or 3d holograms of the patient right next to the actual patient in order to directly address the patients ailments or issues.
Previously they would have a large board of x-ray images behind or in-front of them helping them visualize where the problem
area is. By using the HoloLens they are able to almost overlay the 3dimensional imaging over the patient. This way the doctors
are able to focus on the patient and not have to turn around or look up in order to see the x-ray images or ct scans. “Alder Hey
Children’s Hospital, a Liverpool-based facility treating more than 270,000 children per year, is using the Microsoft HoloLens to help
surgeons visualize 3D anatomical images and patient information, such as ultrasounds, CT scans, and angiograms, during surgery
while keeping their hands free to focus on delicate procedures. “Imaging a patient’s heart from the inside and from the outside
is absolutely essential. I have to visualize that 3D view in my head in order to do this operation,” said Rafael Guerrero, a cardiac
71
71 surgeon at Alder Hey, in a blog post.”

Educational Setting |
Schools – We learn from Neil Postman’s writing that “orality stresses group learning, cooperation, and a sense of social responsibility,

which is the context within which thamus believed proper instruction and real knowledge must be communicated.” (postman)
With this in mind it is important to note that the HoloLens is enabling students to have an interactive learning experience while still
being socially involved with the students that surround them. It even has the potential to introduce students from various locations
to be included in the group learning thus enabling a potentially greater social learning outcome. If this is an effective means of
teaching then what does the augmented reality enabled classroom look like?
“In every classroom they visited, educators and students seemingly agreed on the benefits that the mixed reality headset brought
to their learning environment. The HoloLens allowed students to engage hands-on in their subjects to reach new dimensions of
understanding.” 72.

“We’ve seen a shift from print books through to ebooks and I think the next evolution of that is from books to mixed reality”
“I feel like being able to interact with something is what makes you remember it more”72

72

This style of learning has the potential to strip distractions in the classroom away and enable the students to interact with and
experience the material that they are learning. With this being the case the classroom has the potential to evolve as well from a
standard seat with a desk to an arrangement of space or seating situations that have yet to be explored in order to develop a
72 more efficient means of social and interactive learning based on holographic imaging using Augmented reality.

70 “Transforming Medical Education with Microsoft HoloLens.” YouTube, Case Western Reserve University, 8 June 2016, youtu.be/h4M6BTYRlKQ.
71. Palladino, Tommy. “UK’s Largest Children’s Hospital Is Adopting HoloLens to Assist Surgeons.” Next Reality, Next Reality, 13 Aug. 2018, HoloLens.reality.news/news/uks-largest-childrens-hospital-is-adopting-hololens-assist-surgeons-0186495/.
72. “Microsoft HoloLens: Partner Spotlight with Case Western Reserve University.” YouTube, YouTube, 8 July 2015, www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKpKlh1-en0.
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Current Applications | [1:1] Direct Applications of the Technology in Today’s World

Automotive Technologies|
Volvo – In a different manor, Volvo was using this technology to educate their engineers “you can do something you could never

do before you can see the soul of the car you can strip the body out and stay with the skeleton and you can play around with it
the HoloLens can allow our customers to see features colors options so rather than working on the computer seeing things you can
be part of the experience”73 The youtube video goes on to show how you can turn and flip the 3 dimensional car and strip it of its
components to explain how the car is made and how the systems work together.

Mercedes Benz – This company is using Augmented reality to show their invisible safety features. Their moto in their video was

“how do you present invisible technology? By making it visible with mixed reality”74 the way that this holographic tutorial worked
was by walking around the car using the HoloLens app that the company had developed based on their new A class vehicle.
By looking at different locations of the car you were able to see a holographic animation that visually showed you and gave you
73 statistics about the car and its capabilities.

Ford – “Ford is still using clay models, but the HoloLens can be used to augment additional 3D models without having to build

every single design prototype with clay. It’s one of the more interesting ways we’ve seen businesses use Microsoft’s HoloLens, and
it’s something customers will never see. A number of other companies are also using HoloLens for training purposes, much like how
VR is used in the same way by businesses.”75 A lot of what ford presented in its demo was that augmented reality would be used
for presentation purposes and overlay interaction. By doing this they are saving a lot of time and money by not having to actually
build the car. While it is important to model in clay for a tactile interaction it is important to note that the presentation capabilities
that were exhibited were very well animated. It seems very simplistic at first but then through interacting with the holograms and
fake presentation boards the user is then shown additional information that is populated based on what they are looking at.

The take away – “Though the implementations across brands may vary, and mainstream consumers are still largely unfamiliar with

devices like the HoloLens, the increasing adoption of augmented reality among automakers and other manufacturing industries
demonstrates that businesses are already finding value and utility in the technology today, even if the rest of the public takes a
74
few years to catch up.”76
Augmented reality has tremendous potential for presentation interaction. In many of these cases the word car could be replaced
with the word building or architecture. To be able to take a three dimensional model and see it at a 1 to 1 scale is impressive. The
need for tactile information is prevalent. The fact that the automotive industry is using the HoloLens as a means by which to overlay
information and options over a physical object is interesting. This means that the 3d model has a hard time being accepted as a
possible reality until it is either touched or has other phenomenological qualities that cannot be created purely by hologram and
animation alone.

75
73. VolvoCarsNews. “Volvo Cars: Partner Spotlight With Microsoft HoloLens.” YouTube, YouTube, 19 Nov. 2015, www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvLdbpICVGk.
74. IJsfontein. “Mercedes-Benz Global Training HoloLens Experience.” YouTube, YouTube, 21 June 2018, www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6_uymfV82g.
75. HoloLens, Microsoft. “Microsoft HoloLens: Partner Spotlight with Ford.” YouTube, YouTube, 20 Sept. 2017, www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QyA7HhIYkg.
76. Palladino, Tommy. “Mercedes-Benz Shifts to HoloLens for Employee Training.” Next Reality, Next Reality, 6 Aug. 2018, HoloLens.reality.news/news/mercedes-benz-shifts-hololens-for-employee-training-0186369/.
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Current Applications | [1:1] Direct Applications of the Technology in Today’s World

Architectural Practice |
Presentation – “ ‘As I’m looking across at you, we’re both in the headsets; you’re looking at the front of building, I’m looking at
the back of the building. I walk over to where you are and then we’re both looking at the front of the building together,’ said
Fleming.”77
From a presentation standpoint the HoloLens enables the users to view three dimensional buildings at certain scales. You can
either view the 3d model as a small scale model or select a specific location in relation to the model and get a perspective view
of the building. This however does present its own issues and current limitations with the technology and where it stands.
“In addition to computing power, Fleming notes that they would like to see a wider field of view for headsets to display visualizations.
‘It’s a limiting factor for architecture because it’s so vertical. Many of the projects, the scale of what we’re doing, they are towers,
77 which are really hard to see in headset. So we spend a lot of time figuring out how to optimize the content,’ said Fleming.”77

Building systems – Visualizing MEP and structural systems in the field can be a challenging task. That’s why Trimble has come out

with a modified hard hat that enables the users to see a holographic representation of their systems interacting with an actual jobsite and the current conditions that it exists.

Collaboration – “Finally we can share some XR/AR/MR Magics in our Design Process in order to empower collaboration, visualization

and reducing the cognitive load in the design.” 78
(All images pulled from Articles cited below)

77

77

78

77. Palladino, Tommy. “Studio 216 Constructs Architectural Visions in Mixed Reality.” Next Reality, Next Reality, 28 Apr. 2017, next.reality.news/news/studio-216-constructs-architectural-visions-mixed-reality-0177352/.
78. Escalante., Cesar R. “Alberto Tono on LinkedIn: ‘XR/AR/MR Magics in Our Design Process.’” LinkedIn, HOK, 9 Oct. 2018, www.linkedin.com/feed/update/activity:6456432312514158592/.
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78

Current Applications | [1:1] Direct Applications of the Technology in Today’s World

SUMMARIZING CURRENT APPLICATIONS BY
OTHER PROFESSIONS.
Mixed Reality, even in its early stages of development, is already
altering the way that other professions operate, learn, educate and
share information. We as architects seem to be behind the curve
in understanding the technology and its fundamental capabilities.
Through this research we are able to compare and understand how
we as architects can potentially apply these same techniques to our
future methods of design and presentation.
While this thesis doesn’t address this type of integration into the profession
directly it still focuses on the spatial consequences that holographic architecture
could cause if the technology becomes mainstream in society.
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06 Chapter | PHENOMENOLOGY PRECEDENTS - Establishing phenomenological elements that define an experience of space.
LIGHT

MATERIALITY

VOID

Phenomenology Precedents | Built Works or Installations that Address Studies in Phenomenology to Validate Spacial Experience.
Precedents Include
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

James Turrell | Wedgeworks, and Ganzfeld series (City of Arhirit and Bridgets Bardo)
Peter Zumthor | - Bruder Klaus Chapel - Mechernich, Germany
Daniel Libeskind | Jewish Museum Berlin - Berlin, Germany
Yayoi Kusama | Pumpkins Screaming About Love Beyond Infinity| Filled with the Brilliance of Life | Infinity Mirrored Room - Life is the Heart of a Rainbow|
Olivier Ratsi | Onion Skin
Diller Scofidio + Renfro |The Art of the Scent | Mechernich, Germany
Toob Studio |Scent House | Hanoi, Vietnam
Lebbeus Woods| Experimental Works / Installations | T-KNOT Chengdhu | 2007 P.R. of China, Chengdhu

(All Images Cited on their respective pages to follow. Please see works cited)
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Phenomenology Precedents | LIGHT AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
James Turrell |

Artist Using Light Projection as a means to manipulate the visual perception of space.

- Perception alone can create an experience.
“My work is more about your seeing than it is about my seeing, although it is a product of my
seeing. I’m also interested in the sense of presence of space; that is space where you feel a
presence, almost an entity — that physical feeling and power that space can give.”79

Why this is important | Turrell focuses on the creation and sense of presence in space

purely by manipulation of light in a space. He doesn’t rely on other senses like touch or smell.
Instead he focuses purely on the manipulation of space by light. This is crucial to this study as
this technology as well deals with the manipulation of perception using light.

-Wedge works | Top left sequence of images.
“In a Turrell Wedgework, the use of projected light creates an illusion of walls or barriers.”57
Why this is important | These illusions that are created are capable of creating perceived
volumes of inhabitable space by light alone. Because of this they establish a vague sense of
place purely by perception alone. By perceiving the space someone can imagine what it
would be like to be in that space.

- Ganzfeld | The following 2 installations are a part of his larger collection called Ganzfelds

- City of Arhirit (1976) (Middle sequence of images.)
- Bridgets Bardo (2009)| (Bottom sequence of images.)
Why this is important | These particular installations create a pathway of doorways that
seem to extend into infinity both along the path and in the space that your occupying.
Again the manipulation of light gives the feeling of infinity to the perceiver of the space but
in reality it does infect have a finite amount of space.

Key Sensory Stimulations|

Light | Heavy focus using light to blur the edges
Color | Ample color. Used in different amounts to create desired perspective
Materiality | unknown
Smell | Unknown
Form | Installation based.

(Infographic created by author based on observation)
79 Turrell, James. “Home.” James Turrell, 2018, jamesturrell.com/.
(All Images and quotes on this page of James Turrell’s Work were Sourced from his website Cited Above.)
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Phenomenology Precedents | LIGHT AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
Olivier Ratsi |

Artist Using Light and mirrors as a means to manipulate the visual perception of space.
Onion Skin | 2013

Important Quote |

“The whole experience of the installation is based on a very specific point of view, a precise
position from which a new dimension is revealed to the audience by anamorphosis. The
simple geometric elements (“peelings”) that seemed to be flat at first suddenly start delimiting
a new space. ”
81

Why this is important |

- Heavily relys on perspective
- Dependant on physical objects to create illusion.
- Still creates an EXPERIENCE of space.

80

81

(Infographic created by author based on observation)

80 . “Olivier Ratsi.” Sedition | Digital Art for Sale & Exhibitions, 2019, www.seditionart.com/users/olivier-ratsi.
81. “Onion Skin / Olivier Ratsi.” ArchDaily, VELUX, 3 Nov. 2013, www.archdaily.com/445102/onion-skin-olivier-ratsi.
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Phenomenology Precedents | LIGHT AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
Yayoi Kusama |

Artist Using Light and mirrors as a means to manipulate the visual perception of space.

Pumpkins Screaming About Love Beyond Infinity.(Top Left Image)
, 2017, detail, © Yayoi Kusama.

Filled with the Brilliance of Life | 2011. (Middle Left Image)

Infinity Mirrored Room - Installation view, Yayoi Kusama, Tate Modern, 9 February – 5 June
2012

Life is the Heart of a Rainbow| (Bottom Image)
Singapore in June 2017.
Gleaming Lights of the Souls, 2008

Important Quote |

“Yayoi Kusama’s wide ranging practice reflects a lifelong preoccupation with the infinite
and sublime, as well as the twin themes of cosmic infinity and personal obsession, as found
in pattern ”82

Why this is important |

Alters Perception of built environment visually Uses light as pointillism of space.

(Infographic created by author
based on observation)
82. “Yayoi Kusama.” Victoria Miro, 2016, www.victoria-miro.com/artists/31-yayoi-kusama/.
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Phenomenology Precedents | MATERIALITY AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
Peter Zumthor | Architect Focusing on Experience
“Peter Zumthor was born on April 26, 1943, the son of a cabinet maker, Oscar Zumthor, in
Basel, Switzerland. He trained as a cabinet maker from 1958 to 1962. From 1963-67, he studied
at the Kunstgewerbeschule, Vorkurs and Fachklasse with further studies in design at Pratt
Institute in New York… He established his own practice in 1979 in Haldenstein, Switzerland
where he still works with a small staff of fifteen… His many awards include the Praemium
Imperiale from the Japan Art Association in 2008 as well as the Carlsberg Architecture Prize
in Denmark in 1998, and the Mies van der Rohe Award for European Architecture in 1999. In
2006, he received the Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture from the University
of Virginia. The American Academy of Arts and Letters bestowed the Arnold W. Brunner
Memorial Prize in Architecture in 2008.”83
85

“In order to design buildings with a sensuous connection to life, one must think in a way that
goes far beyond form and construction.”84 – Peter Zumthor
Why this is important | The interpretation can vary whether Peter is referring to the senses or
experience alone in this quote but the existential realization that architecture in many ways
can go beyond just the physical qualities is important to realize with regards to this study.

- Bruder Klaus Chapel| Mechernich, Germany

“Arguably the most interesting aspects of the church are found in the methods of construction,
beginning with a wigwam made of 112 tree trunks. Upon completion of the frame, layers of
concrete were poured and rammed atop the existing surface, each around 50cm thick.
When the concrete of all 24 layers had set, the wooden frame was set on fire, leaving behind
a hollowed blackened cavity and charred walls.”85

85

Why this is important | The interesting method of building leads to an extremely new
experience of space with this work. Sensorial feedback is critical to this memorial. The smell
of the burnt wood on the concrete, the direct path with light penetrating from the door
way and from the tall opening leading upward. A single bench leading the inhabitance
to reflection in solidarity. The penetrations through the walls only allowing ambient light
through. All of these factors react with all of the senses and imprints on the mind a definition
of experience within the space and time.

85

Key Sensory Stimulations|

Light – Above and from doorway. Ambient light penetrations through walls of concrete.
Color | Grey, blackish charred interior with lighter tan concrete exterior.
Materiality | Concrete, White painted Gypsum, Metal Cladding, Steel and Glass.
Smell | Unknown personally but documented as Smokey
Form | Focuses on path and self reflection.

(Infographic created by author
based on observation)

83. “Biography: Peter Zumthor.” The Pritzker Architecture Prize, The Hyatt Foundation, 2018, www.pritzkerprize.com/biography-peter-zumthor.
84. Sveiven, Megan. “Bruder Klaus Field Chapel / Peter Zumthor.” ArchDaily, 26 Jan. 2011, www.archdaily.com/106352/bruder-klaus-field-chapel-peter-zumthor.
85. Amoretti, Aldo. “Brother Klaus Field Chapel.” Peter Zumthor, 20 Oct. 2016, peter-zumthor.divisare.pro/projects/328515-brother-klaus-field-chapel. . (All Photos of the built work on this page were sourced from Peter Zumthors website using this

85

citation.)
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Phenomenology Precedents | MATERIALITY AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
Diller Scofidio + Renfro |

Designed Muesum installation on Smell

The Art of the Scent |

Mechernich, Germany

Important Quote|

“‘The Art of the Scent’ recognizes and celebrates fragrance as a true artistic medium rather
than just a consumer product”
“It’s an ambitious goal that required exhibition designers Diller Scofidio + Renfro to address a
fascinating question: how does a museum present art that you can’t see?”86

Why this is important |

86

86

86

- Scent sparks memories
- Memories can be linked to people PLACES and things
- Memories can bring forth spacial memory from the past

(Infographic created by author
based on observation)

86. Stamp, Jimmy. “The First Major Museum Show to Focus on Smell.” Smithsonian.com, Smithsonian Institution, 16 Jan. 2013, www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/the-first-major-museum-show-to-focus-on-smell-1787124/.
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Phenomenology Precedents | MATERIALITY AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
Toob Studio |

Designed Home with a Focus on Smell

Scent House |

Hanoi, Vietnam

Important Quote|

“This house is called “scent house” because of the sweet osmanthus tree planted, while we
are taking pleasure the freshness of a space full of green trees and enjoying peacefulness of
a new home commodity.”87

87

Why this is important |

- Scent as main design consideration
- Nature integrated into design

87

87

(Infographic created by author
based on observation)

87
87. - Leiva, Sabrina. “Scent House / Toob Studio.” ArchDaily, ArchDaily, 17 Mar. 2017, www.archdaily.com/806055/scent-house-toob-studio.
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Phenomenology Precedents | VOID AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
Daniel Libeskind | Architect Focusing on a Deeper Meaning Than Experience
- Jewish Museum Berlin| Berlin, Germany

“The Jewish Museum Berlin, which opened to the public in 2001, exhibits the social, political
and cultural history of the Jews in Germany from the fourth century to the present, explicitly
presenting and integrating, for the first time in postwar Germany, the repercussions of the
Holocaust… The visitor enters the Baroque Kollegienhaus and then descends by stairway
through the dramatic Entry Void, into the underground. The existing building is tied to the
new extension, through the underground, thus preserving the contradictory autonomy of
both the old and new structures on the surface. The descent leads to three underground
axial routes, each of which tells a different story. The first leads to a dead end – the Holocaust
Tower. The second leads out of the building and into the Garden of Exile and Emigration,
remembering those who were forced to leave Berlin The third and longest, traces a path
leading to the Stair of Continuity, then up to the exhibition spaces of the museum, emphasizing
the continuum of history. A Void cuts through the zigzagging plan of the new building and
creates a space that embodies absence. It is a straight line whose impenetrability becomes
the central focus around which exhibitions are organized. In order to move from one side of
the museum to the other, visitors must cross one of the 60 bridges that open onto this void...”88

88

88 Why this is important | Program, as an underlying meaning, can embody and create form.
In this case, we see how program can be absent of form because it is constructed partially
underground.
Does a piece of architecture then have form if it isn’t able to be perceived above ground?
While The top Zigzagging like structure was derived from the proportions of the star of david,
the underground program embodies very clear paths of program and meaning (as listed
above) The top portion that is above ground has many qualities to it that aren’t typical of
everyday architecture. In many cases the windows, structure, and even the skin is fractured
in what seems like a hap-hazard constructed building. When reading his “between the lines”
(See Citation on page 12) book as previously noted in this research, we understand why he did
this.

88

Key Sensory Stimulations|

88

(Infographic created by
author based on observation)

88. Libeskind, Daniel. “Jewish Museum Berlin.” Libeskind, 2018, libeskind.com/work/jewish-museum-berlin/.
(All Images and Quotes on this page were sourced from the website cited above)
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Light – fractured windows lead to fractured views and beams of direct sunlight portray
fractured light across its interiors.
Color | Absence of bright colors. Focuses on gray, white and black.
Materiality | Concrete, White painted Gypsum, Metal Cladding, Steel and Glass.
Smell | Unknown
Form | Embodies meaning and abstracted from Symbolism

Phenomenology Precedents | VOID AS AN EXPERIENCE OF SPACE
Lebbeus Woods|

Experimental Works / Installations

T-KNOT Chengdhu | 2007
P.R. of China, Chengdhu

Important Quote |

“Unlike the past decades, the present moment is lacking in architectural discourse,
generally. In particular, there is an absence of criticism of works and ideas, except in terms
of efficacy, and that--at a time or critical changes of every kind--is not good enough.”89 Lebbeus Woods

Why this is important |

- Theoretical works spark conversation
- Actual works spark conversation.
-Mixed reality (combination of both built and theoretical) could spark conversation if used
in such a manor.

(Infographic created by author
based on observation)
89. Varady, Stephen. “Lebbeus Woods: Light Pavilion.” STEPHENVARADY_BLOG, 16 Jan. 2016, stephenvaradyblog.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/lebbeus-woods-light-pavilion/.
(All images of work sourced from the above citation)
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Phenomenology Precedents | SUMMARY

and COMPARISON of Precedents

LIGHT

MATERIALITY

VOID

LIGHT|

MATERIALITY|

VOID|

Light is capable of blurring the boundaries of perceived space but also
able to craft an altered perception of space that may not actually exist
in form. This validates the potential for the holograms of the Microsoft
Hololens to do the same if properly designed.

Materiality and smell are capable of recreating or recalling spatial
memory. Both Materiality and smell are also able to establish a memory
of spatial experience.

Implied space has long been established within
the profession of architecture. However its design
depends upon being intentional in nature.

SUMMARIZING | PHENOMENOLOGY PRECEDENTS
Spacial Experience is not negated because of an absence of a particular sense it is simply an experience
absent that sense.
A person with impaired hearing can still have a spacial experience of a designed space without hearing it.
A person with impaired smell can still appreciate the Bruder Klaus Chapel without smelling the burnt interior.
(All Images other than infographics on this page were previously cited. Please see their respected page for source information)
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07 Chapter | ARCHITECTURAL IMPLICATIONS
Architectural Implications | Initial Research Conclusions|Proposed Architectural Outcomes
Proving the Technology’s Ability to Craft Space Holographically Based on Phenomenological Evidence / Factors
From this research we have learned that technology’s impact on a civilization in time can have unintended consequences that the creators did not originally foresee. We have also learned that
technology’s capabilities are largely enhanced and limited based off of the civilizations current understanding of physics. With this understanding we realize that technology is merely an object that
exists until it is put to use for a particular purpose. The consequences of the technology’s use is typically derived by the operation and desired effect by the decisions of the user of the technology. With
this we realize that the claims of a dystopian world caused by the use of Mixed Reality is only possible if we as a civilization let it. By having this knowledge of the potential detrimental outcomes also
gives us knowledge on how we as a society can prevent it from being detrimental.
Even when we see cinematic claims of a dystopian world we realize that a majority of the time it wasn’t the technology alone that caused the dystopian outcome. It was civilization failing itself
due to poor decisions made by the people of the society. What’s interesting about the cinematic portrayal of technology in the future is that it is largely based of the desires of a society. With this being
the case it sparks the imagination of the people to actually want to create this technology because they see how potentially beneficial it can be because of a particular story or movie. This inspiration
then leads to the eventual creation but only after a society pushes their understandings of physics because of the innate desire. This is why in most cinematic cases these technologies are only proposed
to exist in the future because by the civilizations current understanding of physics it couldn’t possibly happen so it must then happen in the future.
This is why discussing Mixed Reality (MR) with industry professionals became an important factor to this study. By interviewing the individuals cited in the research we gain an understanding of
what the architectural community is currently seeing and understanding about the potential and impact of Mixed Reality on architecture. With this knowledge we are able to set a bench mark of what
is currently feasible by today’s current understanding of Mixed Reality and the physics that allows it to alter the perception of the built environment. While many have made the claims that Mixed Reality
technology will be outdated in the next ten years its not that the technology will be dead. It’s that the technology will have evolved its method of interaction with the built environment in a way that
we cant currently comprehend by our current understanding of physics and technological advances. This research serves as a stepping stone to at least help architects bridge the gap between (MR)
technology and architecture. Understanding that it can have detrimental psychological side effects because it can alter the perception of space is the first step that we as architects can help craft
Holographic Architecture to have a positive impact on individuals in society. To dismiss the effects that technology can have on perceived space because it is speculated to be out dated doesn’t help
the architectural profession when the technology will evolve in a way that still alters the perception of space but through other more advanced modes of technological advances.
By documenting ways that other professions are currently using the technology it then allows us as architects to see how we could potentially use Mixed Reality in our work flow. More importantly
we are able to see how Mixed Reality is effectively solving problems in other professions. While the Microsoft HoloLens is currently larger than what would be optimally desired its easy to see how this
will become streamlined and smaller to enable more practical consumer use. Just like the large computers that were largely used by professionals and the private sector we eventually witnessed
computers downsize and become integrated into almost every home. The technology has advanced so much so that today we are now able to carry a computer around with us in our pockets. With
Mixed Reality’s potential to alter the perception of space, its important that we as architects understand the spacial consequences the technology has now before it becomes main stream in society to
enable it to help society and not be detrimental to it.
We, as architects, acknowledge spacial consequences and characteristics through discussions of phenomenology. This is why precedents that have generated architectural discourse in
phenomenology were included in this research. By studying these precedents we are able to see that sensoral stimulation of all of the senses are not necessarily always required to have a spacial
experience. So, while the Microsoft HoloLens is currently able to simulate perceptions of holograms in space it also is able to give spacial sound stimulation which also alters the experience of space.
Because of these factors we must then include these perceptions of visual and auditory overlays in addition to the existing built environment that the user of the technology might inhabit. This only
emboldens the potential of Mixed Reality to have a largely impact full alteration to the perception of space. So how do we as architects utilize these factors in a way that enhances human life and
experience of space and not be detrimental or overloading with non-sensible information?
The answer to those questions becomes the goal in the advancement of this research. Based off of the initial research a variation of testing will occur using typical architectural and phenomenological
understandings of what defines an experience of space. If we are able to integrate Mixed Reality technology into architecture in an effective and desirable way we might be able to avoid people
wanting to utilize the technology to just personalize the world around them effectively diminishing the successful qualities of a well crafted space. The initial conversations and discussions of potential
programmatic application of these guidelines related to that of theater. The integration of Mixed Reality to this programmatic type would be one that would seek the goals of inspiring social interaction
at a multitude of programmatic requirements. From holographic Set design, to Stage Management, to the actors and even from the tech side where the integration of Mixed Reality might have the
largest affect on the evolution of what a theater could potentially be now that lighting and simulation would take place largely through the use of Mixed Reality.
This case study was one of many that were discussed but the integration of Mixed Reality into architecture has great potential, it just needs to be guided by our architectural knowledge to help
aid humanity and not be detrimental to it.
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08 Chapter | INTRODUCTION AND INITIAL LAYOUT OF PROPOSAL THOUGHT PROCESS.

90

91

Where it began

1st Testing
MAZE

Holographic
Environment

2nd Testing
Theater Stage

Holograms present
SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE
in initial demonstrations.

Testing of Spatial
Consequence through
Design.

Holograms present
SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
in initial demonstrations.

Testing of Spatial
Experience Through
Design.

A hologram is limited only
by the physical objects
that the hololens perceives
through spatial mapping.
This enables holograms to
be picked up and moved
around with ease. INSTEAD,
people walk around the
hologram or observe the
hologram from different
angles by moving the head
around. This means that to
the observers perception,
the object is real and the
brain is trying to rationalize its
qualities by observing it from
multiple angles instead of
picking the hologram up by
its controls.

The Gallery of the
Architectural N building of
Kennesaw State University
was used as a base line
of open space to test
my initial theories that
holograms were capable
of spatial consequence
and could in fact craft
space in such a way that
a person could be guided
through a designed path.
Architectual textures and
materialities were simulated
on holographic walls to
test if one materiality had
more or less of a controlling
nature because of a persons
natural understanding of the
materiality. Spatial sound
was also included in the
testing.

Holograms are typically
created and edited using
the software ‘Unity’. This
software is typically used in
developing video games. It
was only natural for the initial
demonstrations to show
them altering the perception
of the built environment into
a fantasy like scenario.

The Gallery of the
Architectural N building of
Kennesaw State University
was used as a base line of
open space to test my initial
theories that holograms
were capable of spatial
experience. An experience
of a space can be altered
or created by perception
alone based on the
previous architectural and
phenomenological studies.
Theater was used as a test
to see if the research could
alter the perception of the
gallery into a theater stage.
Testing revealed Patterns
that were developed
regardless of the field of view
limitations.

Initial skepticism arose when
observers realized the limited
field of view.
However, what the
skeptics fail to realize is the
brains ability to memorize
the spatial qualities of
an environment and
react accordingly to
environmental Holograms.

90. Highfield, Vaughn. “Microsoft HoloLens: Everything You’ll Ever Need to Know about Microsoft’s AR Device.” Expert Reviews, 1 Mar. 2018, www.expertreviews.co.uk/microsoft/microsoft-hololens.
(Image altered by Author)
91. Kipman, Alex. “The Dawn of the Age of Holograms | .” YouTube, YouTube, 18 Apr. 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cQbMP3I5Sk.
(All other non referenced images were produced by the research)
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Proposed
Architectual
Design

Mixed Reality Integrated
Into Architecture and Its
Affects on Programatic
Demand.
The Aurora Theater in
Lawrenceville Georgia was
granted a major renovation
with a 26 million dollar
budget to design and
develop an expansion to
the existing theater facilities
and freedom to construct a
larger theater that integrates
with the community as well
as the Georgia Gwinnett
College. Using the theories
of Joshua Prince Ramus we
see how Mixed Reality Could
enable his theater proposals
to be more successful
because of the new
technology that has been
designed and developed.

INTRODUCTION | Where it Began

Hologram with
‘Spatial Consequence’

Object Comparison with
‘Spatial Consequence’

WHERE IT BEGAN |
The research, up until this point of the book, has centered around substantiating
Mixed Reality holograms and their potential ability to inform or craft space. The research
has remained within this realm of focus because of the initial skepticism of the technology’s
relationship to architecture. The correlation between Mixed Reality and architecture was
heavily questioned and even disregarded due to a fundamental lack of understanding
the technology and its ability’s. Since the research has now substantiated the technology’s
ability’s and relationship to architecture the research is now able to advance and test this
substantiation.
Before this occurs, it is important to note what inspired this theory that Mixed Reality
Technology’s (like the Microsoft Hololens) are able to have an effect on a persons perception
of the built environment.
It started when I was watching early footage of people using the HoloLens and
interacting with the holograms. The holograms are weightless stereoscopic images that
the technology orients to the users perspective and seemingly interacts with the built
environment. Yet when a user was interacting with a hologram and would place it in the built
environment they would walk around the hologram or move their head around to observe
the holographic object from multiple vantage points rather than pick the holographic
object up and rotate it around. This means, that to the observer, the holographic object
existed as an object in space and carried with it spatial qualities similar to those of an actual
object of the same size and shape. In order to define this type of interaction between the

IBA

90

92

93

user and the hologram the phrase ‘Spatial Consequence’ was assigned to the
holograms ability to take up space in a room. The author recognizes that this phrase is not
subject to this research alone and may not be unique in nature but for the purposes of this
research the phrase ‘Spatial Consequence’ shall be used.

94

95
90. Highfield, Vaughn. “Microsoft HoloLens: Everything You’ll Ever Need to Know about Microsoft’s AR Device.” Expert Reviews, 1 Mar. 2018, www.expertreviews.co.uk/microsoft/microsoft-hololens.(Image altered by Author)
92 “File:20150319-OC-LSC-0366 (16250018573).jpg.” Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository. 9 Apr 2019, 07:55 UTC. 29 Apr 2019, 21:17 <https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:20150319-OC-LSC-0366_(16250018573).jpg&oldid=345331221>.
93 “Transforming Medical Education with Microsoft HoloLens.” YouTube, Case Western Reserve University, 8 June 2016, youtu.be/h4M6BTYRlKQ.
94 Bardeen , Lorraine. “Stryker Chooses Microsoft HoloLens to Bring Operating Room Design into the Future with 3D.” Microsoft Devices Blog, Microsoft, 16 Feb. 2018, blogs.windows.com/devices/2017/02/21/stryker-chooses-microsoft-hololens-bring-operating-room-design-future-3d/.
95Palladino, Tommy. “Studio 216 Constructs Architectural Visions in Mixed Reality.” Next Reality, Next Reality, 28 Apr. 2017, next.reality.news/news/studio-216-constructs-architectural-visions-mixed-reality-0177352/.
*IBA - Image By Author
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09 Chapter | SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE TESTING - MAZE

Spatial Mapping

Existing Empty Gallery Space

Spatial Mapping Scan/3D Model
(Existing Conditions)

Imported to Revit for Design
(Proposed Design)

Imported to Unity for Coding
(Hololens Application)

GALLERY TEST|
In order to test my theory that holograms
produced by Mixed Reality devices have
SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE I used the Gallery of
the Kennesaw State University’s Architectural N
building to design a MAZE with specific design
criteria.

The criteria included the following

Initial Design Overview

Initial Design Criteria/
Factors

Longitudinal Section

- 3 Varying heights of walls
		
(3ft, 6ft &10ft)
- 4 different types of materialities
		Wood paneling
		Concrete
		Brick
		
Sheet metal (simulated ACM)
- Intentional Path of travel
		
(Track-able from observation)
- Spatial Sound
		
(To aid in orientation and location)
		
Emanated from Architectural model
		
In center room.

Actual Design Floor Plan
Latitudinal Section

All images and diagrams produced by the author on this page.
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SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE TESTING | MAZE

M2

Moment 1

Moment 2

Moment 3

Moment 4

Moment 5

Moment 6

Moment 7

Moment 8

M4

M3

M5

M8

M7

M6

M1

Observation Point From Above (For Tracking)
GALLERY TESTING | MAZE
Each participant was told what they would be experiencing before putting on the HoloLens. They were given basic
operation instructions and an introduction to the capabilities of the technology. They were then encouraged to put the headset
on and walk through the maze to solve it. After gaining and understanding of the space they were asked to come back to
where they started and asked 3 questions. The three questions were as follows.

“What did you experience in the space?”
“What were the materialities of the space?”
“What qualities did the music have?
The 3D model that was designed in revit with the spatial mapping overlay was exported to a different format and loaded into
Unity to create the application that the hololens was then able to read after writing the basic code in Visual Studio 2017.
Because we already scanned the room with the hololens we were able to anchor the design to the actual space at a 1:1 Scale.
The image above was the actual observation camera’s point of view which interacts with the built environment and what the
HoloLens is seeing and what the user is experiencing.
All images and diagrams produced by the author on this page.
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Spatial Sound was added to this generic
holographic architectural model. This was
done to help the user orient themselves to
the maze.

CONTROL 1

4

3

CONTROL 2

5

PATH TRAVELED |

TESTER |

SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE TESTING | MAZE

(Q1) “ A digital maze that I could walk
though.”

ANAYSIS |

(Q2) “ materials I noticed brick concrete
and wood”
(Q3) ”It seems to get louder as I got closer
to the middle”
					

-Tester 1-

All images and diagrams produced by the author on this page.

(Q1) “I walked around this maze that i
could clearly see and I walked into a white
room with a small model at table height
and it was an architectural model ”
(Q2) “I saw a wood texture, I saw a
brick texture, a plain white texture and a
concrete texture”
(Q3) “The sound got stronger and
stronger the closer i got inside the box
it sounded like it was coming from inside
the box”

-Tester 2-

(Q1) “It’s a maze that has like clues... so
theres a path and directionality that was
really good... the experience was pretty
well done because I can see how far in
detail and how far it goes so i know how
far i can walk... i can feel the edges! I can see
the textures too... One thing that i had to
keep in mind is that i have to look around
to make sure im not touching anything.”

(Q1) “it felt like walking though like a zen
garden...a laberanth. But that could have
been because of the music”
(Q2) “I noticed the brick, a marble
looking one,... and the form inside the
house looked like it was smooth metalic...
the scale of the brick was also cool.”

(Q1) “I felt like a hampster in a maze... nice
crisp edges that defined my boundries.”
(Q2) “Concrete and some brick... stone or
a granite...the center had a metalic look to
it.”

(Q2) “a brick wall and there was concrete.
i believe i saw a white wall”

(Q3) “I didn’t really notice it moved with
me until I got closer to the center.”

(Q3) “I feel like it brought me into a
japanese garden... where one object leads
to the next object. Sound being one of them
in this instance”

(Q3) “it was very much directional. and as
i got closer to the center it got louder.

-Tester 4 -

-Tester 5 -

-Tester 3PAGE
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SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE TESTING | MAZE

SUMMARIZING | SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE
MAZE TESTING
Based on the initial hypothesis that holographic objects might be able to
carry with them spatial qualities, we see by this testing that we are infact able to control a path of travel using Mixed Reality and the Microsoft
HoloLens. What was even more impressive was that once the maze was
completed and the tester was told they could simply come back to the point
of origin and to disregard the holographic maze, many testers still felt the
need to walk in between these holographic elements and prevent walking
through them even though they are not physically built barriers.
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10 Chapter | HOLOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT - TEDx HoloLens Demonstration
HOLOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENTS|
On April 18th, 2016 Alex Kipman gave a demonstration on the
developments of the Microsoft HoloLens. During this demonstration
He talked about how the technology was already being used to
further design techniques and educational teaching methods.
After talking about those object related holograms he went on
to describe their ambitions to allow users to experience alternate
reality’s like those from a dream like simulation to experiencing the
moon and mars surface.
In another demonstration microsoft released footage of
the Microsoft HoloLens being able to interact with the popular
game MINECRAFT. This demonstration overlaid actual minecraft
game environments with a users living room. This altered the
entire experience of the space and animated certain areas
holographically.

Why This is Important|
96

96

While innocent in nature these dream world and game
like simulations overlaid over the built environment show us this
technologies abilities to alter the perception of the built environment.
If we simply overlay holograms over designed architectural works
then the actual need for physical architecture begins to diminish.
This is very similar to the predictions made by the film Ready Player
One.
To develop an architectural intervention, that prevents the
degradation of architecture, the next order of testing introduces

holographic architecture to a Mixed Reality
Experience.

While many of these other cinematic and dystopian like predictions
of this technology’s implications focus on Holographic objects
being overlaid in space this testing focuses on the implications

overlaying architecture and architectural
elements in space.
of

96

97

96. Kipman, Alex. “The Dawn of the Age of Holograms | .” YouTube, YouTube, 18 Apr. 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cQbMP3I5Sk.
97. HoloLens, Microsoft. “Microsoft HoloLens: Development Overview.” YouTube, YouTube, 29 Feb. 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=A784OdX8xzI&list=PLZCHH_4VqpRhwzNjMBHJOcfdMhYZzC0K2&t=0s&index=2.
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11 Chapter | SPATIAL EXPERIENCE TESTING - THEATER EXPERIENCE

Spatial Mapping

Existing Empty Gallery Space

Spatial Mapping Scan/3D Model
(Existing Conditions)

Imported to Revit for Design
(Proposed Design)

Imported to Unity for Coding
(Hololens Application)

GALLERY TEST|

In order to test my theory that holograms
produced by Mixed Reality devices are capable
of creating an experience of space or ‘SPATIAL
EXPERIENCE’, I used the Gallery of the Kennesaw
State University’s Architectural N building to
design a Theater Stage/Set with specific design
criteria.

Longitudinal Section

Initial Design Overview

Latitudinal Section

Actual Theater Stage
Design
All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.

Actual Design Floor Plan
Section Perspective

The criteria included the following

- When testing, do NOT tell the tester what
they ill be experiencing. This was done to see if
the technology had informed the user enough
to allow them to deduce whether or not they
had in-fact experienced an altered perspective
of the built environment.
- When asking about the users experience
of the space it was important to not vary from
the authenticity of the question. I could not
lead them to the answer that they did in fact
experience a theater set.
- When designing the other elements of
the space it was important to include typical
architectural elements to see if integrating
holographic architecture was also capable
of informing the intended use of holographic
space.
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SPATIAL EXPERIENCE TESTING | THEATER

M5
M6

M7

EXPERIENCE

M4
M3

M1
M2

Moment 1

Moment 2

Moment 3

Moment 4

Moment 5

Moment 6

Moment 7

Moment 8

M8

Observation Point From Above (For Tracking)
GALLERY TESTING | THEATER
Each participant was not told what they would be seeing before putting on the HoloLens. They were given basic
operation instructions and an introduction to the capabilities of the technology. They were then encouraged to put the headset
on and walk around the space to get an understanding of what it was they were experiencing. After gaining and understanding
of the space they were asked to come back to where they started and asked a simple question.

“What did you experience in the space?”
The 3D model that was designed in revit with the spatial mapping overlay was exported to a different format and loaded into
Unity to create the application that the hololens was then able to read after writing the basic code in Visual Studio 2017.
Because we already scanned the room with the hololens we were able to anchor the design to the actual space at a 1:1 Scale.
The image above was the actual observation camera’s point of view which interacts with the built environment and what the
HoloLens is seeing and what the user is experiencing.

All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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CONTROL 1

EXPERIENCE

4

3

CONTROL 2

5

PATH TRAVELED |

TESTER |

SPATIAL EXPERIENCE TESTING | THEATER

“It’s like a built stage environment...
You can really walk up and experience
something thats not really there.”

ANAYSIS |

					

-Tester 1-

All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.

“I felt like i was on a street scape
scene... I walked through what looks
like a stage entrance... I feel like this
is like a theatrical setup.”

-Tester 2-

“Its like an urban street... theater...
stage setting”

“i experienced some type of street...
oh! this is like a play set... this is a
set!... I’m in a theater!”

“I feel like im in a street scene like
a narrow street but this opening
makes me also think its a set for like
a theater with props and people”

-Tester 3-

-Tester 4 -

-Tester 5 -
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SPATIAL CONSEQUENCE TESTING | MAZE
All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.

ZONE 1

ZONE 2

SUMMARIZING | SPATIAL EXPERIENCE MAZE
TESTING
Based on the initial hypothesis that holographic objects might be able to carry
with them spatial qualities and inform spatial experience, we see by this testing
that Holographic Elements, both object and environment based, are capable of
informing implied areas of space and spatial experience. Even when given no
verbal constraints or previous knowledge of what the testers were going to be
experiencing it became apparent that the two zones of space behind the theater
proscenium were the areas of interest for the testers. They felt the need to avoid
running into the holographic car when observing the Street perspective and to
observe the green street cart from multiple angles without colliding into other
holograms.
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12 Chapter | MIXED REALITY’S POTENTIAL TO AID IN ARCHITECTURAL AGENCY BASED ON THE RESEARCH’S CONFIRMED ABILITIES.

+

+

=

98

Current Theater Design
Current and Past Theater Design
Analysis
To understand how to properly design a
theater with Mixed Reality we must first
understand what theater has wanted to be
in the past as well as what it wants to be in
the future. This portion of the research looks
at current methods of audience and stage
relations as well as how technology has
played a critical role in the evolution of the
architecture that defines a theater.

54

Previous Theater Innovation
Attempt

Mixed Reality’s Implications
for Future Theater Design

LPAC Lawrenceville Mixed
Reality Theater Proposal

Dee and Charles Wyly Theater / REX
+ OMA Dallas, TX
Project architect : Joshua PrinceRamus

Holographic Stage Design, Special
Effects and Forced Perspectives

Aurora Theater Expansion Project

Joshua Prince-Ramus designed this theater
to address Architectural agency.
“What I mean by that is that it’s time for
architecture to do things again, not just
represent things.”64 (00:12 Prince-Ramus)
The theater he designed is capable of
transforming as quickly as 30 minutes or
the length of an intermission. The purpose
of this type of transforming architecture is
to allow all the stage artists to truly depict
and create varying intimate moments in
theater that couldn’t be typically done
by traditional theater means. In addition
to this purpose it also enables the building
to be used for multiple other venues thus
offsetting building operations costs and
enabling the theater to be used by the
community

Theater has become more reliant on
technology and set design to create more
elaborate altered experiences of space.
By integrating Mixed Reality into every
aspect of theater we could see a dramatic
shift in the programmatic demand, set
construction waste and set design.

This public program type was chosen
as a way to exemplify to the public
how mixed reality architecture can
be properly integrated into the built
environment.

The Existing Aurora Theater and its
surrounding site has had a 26 million
dollar extension proposal put together
by Stevens and Wilkinson to create
a new performing arts complex in
Lawrenceville. The over all plan is tied in
with the “College Corridor” that was also
a proposed roadway with bike paths to
connect Georgia Gwinnett College with
downtown Lawrenceville.

It also allows the public to interact with
the technology before the technology
becomes more mainstream in society as
computers did in the past.

98. Prince-Ramus, Joshua. “Building a Theater That Remakes Itself.” TEDx, Oct. 2009, www.ted.com/talks/joshua_prince_ramus_building_a_theater_that_remakes_itself?language=en.
All images void of citation were created or heavily altered by the author.
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THEATRO ANTICO DI
TAORMINA
Architect: Unknown
Location: taomina Messina, Italy

1585

1599

1628

1845 / 1663

Unknown. “Olympic Theatre.” Theatre Database / Theatre Architecture - Database, Projects, www.theatre-architecture.eu/db.html?personId=1039&theatreId=372.

“The Thumbnail History of Iconic Design:The Globe Theatre.” Studio O+A,
19 Apr. 2016, o-plus-a.com/the-thumbnail-history-of-iconic-design-the-globetheatre/.

Unknown. “Farnese Theater.” Theatre Database / Theatre Architecture
- Database, Projects, www.theatre-architecture.eu/db.html?filter%5Blabel%5D=farnese&filter%5Bcity%5D=&filter%5Bstate_id%5D=0&filter%5Bon_
db%5D=1&filter%5Bon_map%5D=1&searchMode=&searchResult=&theatreId=376.

Unknown. “Farnese Theater.” Theatre Database / Theatre Architecture
- Database, Projects, www.theatre-architecture.eu/db.html?filter%5Blabel%5D=farnese&filter%5Bcity%5D=&filter%5Bstate_id%5D=0&filter%5Bon_db%5D=1&filter%5Bon_map%5D=1&searchMode=&searchResult=&theatreId=376.

Forced Perspective on Stage

Stage Effects

Early Candle Lighting

Early Gas Lighting

TEATRO OLIMPICO PIAZZA
MATTEOTTI
Architect: Andrea Palladio
Location:Vicenza Veneto, Italy

B.C.
A.D.

300

Unknown. “Greek Theatre.” Theatre Database / Theatre Architecture
- Database, Projects, www.theatre-architecture.eu/db.html?searchResult=year&theatreId=1029.

GLOBE THEATRE
Architect: Vincenzo Scamozzi
Location: Providence of Mantua, Italy

FARNESE THEATRE
Architect: Giovani Battista Aleotti
Location: Parma, Italy

DRURY LANTE THEATRE ROYAL
Architect (s): Joseph Emberton
Christopher Wren
Location: London UK

TECHNOLOGY

SECTION
ANALYSIS

PLAN ANALYSIS

SITE CONTEXT

TIME &
LOCATION

PRECEDENTS | HISTORY, TIMELINE AND ANALYSIS OF THEATER - ORIGINS OF PERFORMANCE THEATER PREDATE THIS TIMELINE

PAGE

Lamp and Lighting Effects
“SEBASTIANO SERLIO, an Italian
architect and stage designer,
documented some of the earliest uses
of lighting as an art form. In 1545,
Serlio described rudimentary color
filters for lights: glass vessels filled
with liquids called “bozze.”
“Lighting the Stage: a History of
Early Theater Lighting Technology.”
The Lighting ReSOURCE, 1 Aug.
2017, thelightingresource.eaton.com/

Gas Lamps
Introduced
during
renovation

features/2017/lighting-theKotsanas, Kostas. “Museum of the Ancient Greek Technology.” Kotsanas
Museum of Ancient Greek Technology, kotsanas.com/gb/exh.php?exhibit=0901000.
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unknown. “Italian Renaissance Scenic Design.” Italian Renaissance Theatre Home, italian-renaissance-theatre.weebly.com/italian-renaissance-scenic-design.html.

“Trapdoors | Globe Theatre.” Pinterest, pin.it/iywquoghbh2gze.

unknown. “Italian Renaissance Scenic Design.” Italian Renaissance Theatre Home, italian-renaissance-theatre.weebly.com/italian-renaissance-scenic-design.html.

Hartmann, Louis. “Theatre Lighting Louis Hartmann (1930.” Edited by
David Belasco, North Carolina: Doffers, userpages.umbc.edu/~cobb/335/
hartman/slight2.htm.

1859

1894

2009

2012

“Wilton’s Archive + Collections.” History, www.wiltons.org.uk/heritage/
archive.

Swettenham, Lee. “Family Days out for Less.” Men, Manchester Evening
News, 6 Nov. 2013, www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/trips-and-breaks/
blackpool-family-days-out-less-4015151.

Fracalossi, Igor. “Winspear Opera House / Foster + Partners.” ArchDaily,VELUX, 18 Nov. 2009, www.archdaily.com/41069/winspear-opera-house-foster-partners.

Rosenfield, Karissa. “Renzo Piano Designs a Flat-Pack Auditorium for L’Aquila.” ArchDaily,VELUX, 19 Feb. 2013, www.archdaily.com/334237/renzo-piano-designs-a-flat-pack-auditorium-for-laquila.

Early Electric Lighting

Video Screens & Interactive
Lighting

Augmented Reality and Theatre

Dodge, Amanda. “How Technology Is Changing Theater Design.” OzoBlog,
20 Oct. 2017, blog.ozobot.com/2017/10/19/how-technology-is-changing-theater-design/.

Tran, Diep. “6 Shows That Perfectly Combine Tech and Text.” AMERICAN
THEATRE, 13 July 2016, www.americantheatre.org/2016/07/06/6-shows-thatperfectly-combine-tech-and-text/.

WILTON’S MUSIC HALL
Architect: Jacob Maggs
Location: London, UK

TOWER CIRCUS THEATRE
Architect: C.Tuke & J. Maxwell
Location: Blackpool, UK

WINSPEAR OPERA HOUSE
Architect: Foster + Partners
Location: Dallas,Texas

L’AQUILA AUDITORIUM
Architect: Renzo Piano
Location: L’Aquila, Italy

2019

Aurora Theater Expansion
Proposal
Designer: Corey Jones
Location: Lawrencevelle, Georgia.

Mixed Reality Theatre

Electric
Lighting
introduced in
1881
Londons,
Savoy Theatre

Trumbull, Eric W. “Early Lighting Instruments.” Theater Appreciation, 12 Mar.
2004, novaonline.nvcc.edu/eli/spd130et/theaapp/earlylights.htm.
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CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | ARCHITECTURAL

AGENCY

99
Joshua Prince-Ramus designed this theater to
address Architectural agency.
“What I mean by that is that it’s time for
architecture to do things again, not just represent
things.”* (00:12 Prince-Ramus)
The theater he designed is capable of
transforming as quickly as 30 minutes or the length
of an intermission. The purpose of this type of
transforming architecture is to allow all the stage
artists to truly depict and create varying intimate
moments in theater that couldn’t be typically
done by traditional theater means. In addition
to this purpose it also enables the building to be
used for multiple other venues thus offsetting
building operations costs and enabling the
theater to be used by the community
Dee and Charles Wyly Theater / REX + OMA Dallas, TX
Project architect : Joshua Prince-Ramus

100

99

“Dee and Charles Wyly Theater.”
OMA, oma.eu/projects/dee-andcharles-wyly-theater

SECTION PERSPECTIVE |

99
100

DIAGRAMS |

Project Year : 2009
PERFORMANCE APPLICATION
VARIATIONS
The theater was designed to
allow the artistic director to
plan the performance or venue
in a way that best suites the
scenes or requirements of the
performance.

DURING PERFORMANCE
TIME-LINE
Allowing the theater
to transform mid
performance for different
audience / performer application.
99

99. Prince-Ramus, Joshua. “Building a Theater That Remakes Itself.” TEDx, Oct. 2009, www.ted.com/talks/joshua_prince_ramus_building_a_theater_that_remakes_itself?language=en.
100. Prince-Ramus, Joshua, and Rem Koolhaas. “Dee and Charles Wyly Theater.” OMA, 2011, oma.eu/projects/dee-and-charles-wyly-theater.
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99

CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | ARCHITECTURAL

AGENCY

Fully Enclosed and Shaded Auditorium

Alternate Entrances with Multiple Openings

Naturally Daylit Auditorium

Natural Daylighting with Alternative Entrances for
Promenade

Flattened Auditorium with Proscenium in Place.

Flattened Auditorium with Proscenium Lifted for
Convention Events.

BUILDING PHASES |

How the building evolves through automation to accommodate different venues and give artistic freedom to the director to use the space in various ways. The theater evolves in order to facilitate the
offset of operating costs and allow the community to use the theater for the community’s needs.
All Images On This Page Sourced From
101. Prince-Ramus, Joshua. “Building a Theater That Remakes Itself.” TEDx, Oct. 2009, www.ted.com/talks/joshua_prince_ramus_building_a_theater_that_remakes_itself?language=en.
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CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | ARCHITECTURAL

AGENCY

FLAT FLOOR LAYOUT | Auditorium Mixed Use Space

101

101

101

101.Prince-Ramus, Joshua. “Building a Theater That Remakes Itself.” TEDx, Oct. 2009, www.ted.com/talks/joshua_prince_ramus_building_a_theater_that_remakes_itself?language=en.
102. Floor plans accessed from : “Dee and Charles Wyly Theatre / REX + OMA” 13 Jul 2011. ArchDaily. Accessed 7 Apr 2019. <https://www.archdaily.com/37736/dee-and-charles-wyly-theatre-rex-oma/> ISSN 0719-8884
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102

CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | ARCHITECTURAL

AGENCY

101

101

TRADITIONAL | Auditorium & Proscenium

101

101.Prince-Ramus, Joshua. “Building a Theater That Remakes Itself.” TEDx, Oct. 2009, www.ted.com/talks/joshua_prince_ramus_building_a_theater_that_remakes_itself?language=en.
102. Floor plans accessed from : “Dee and Charles Wyly Theatre / REX + OMA” 13 Jul 2011. ArchDaily. Accessed 7 Apr 2019. <https://www.archdaily.com/37736/dee-and-charles-wyly-theatre-rex-oma/> ISSN 0719-8884
103.“Dee and Charles Wyly Theater.” OMA, oma.eu/projects/dee-and-charles-wyly-theater
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CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | ARCHITECTURAL

AGENCY

101

101

THRUST FLOOR LAYOUT |
Currently fixed in this Position due to operating cost. Due to lack in
technological innovation the system that was installed was primitive
in nature compared to todays auditorium seating technologies.

102
101
101.Prince-Ramus, Joshua. “Building a Theater That Remakes Itself.” TEDx, Oct. 2009, www.ted.com/talks/joshua_prince_ramus_building_a_theater_that_remakes_itself?language=en.
102. Floor plans accessed from : “Dee and Charles Wyly Theatre / REX + OMA” 13 Jul 2011. ArchDaily. Accessed 7 Apr 2019. <https://www.archdaily.com/37736/dee-and-charles-wyly-theatre-rex-oma/> ISSN 0719-8884
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CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | ARCHITECTURAL

AGENCY

SUMMARIZING | ARCHITECTURAL AGENCY
This precedent presented itself later on in the research than would have been
desired. However, it does give strength to the argument that mixed reality could in
fact aid in the argument presented by Joshua Prince Ramus concerning Architectural
agency.
Mixed reality has the ability to enable architectural agency and these variably changing
spaces by keeping stage sets stored holographicly rather than physically, Thus cutting
down on set construction waste and set storage which is becoming increasingly
demanding as a programmatic need for theaters and was one of the deciding factors
of why the Wyly theater ultimately wasn’t as successful as originally intended.
Mixed reality’s abilities to alter the perception of the built environment also allows
these types of spaces to take on a full immersion like quality to the performances and
venues.
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13 Chapter | MIXED REALITY’S IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE THEATER DESIGN
TRADITIONAL THEATER STAGE / AUDIENCE RELATION
Key Elements

Stage

Key Elements

ENVIRONMENT:
Exterior
AUDIENCE:
Circular in Nature
Tiered Seating
STAGE:
At Ground Level
TECHNOLOGY:
Physically Built Sets
Cranes to Lift Actors

Audience

Key Elements

ENVIRONMENT:
Interior
AUDIENCE:
Rectangular in
Nature
Upper Level Seating
STAGE:
Often Used Baffles
to Force
Perspective
TECHNOLOGY:
Physically Built Sets
Gas Lighting to
Up-light

Stage
Audience

Greek Theater
Key Elements

Stage
Audience

GlobeTheater

All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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Today’s Theater

Renaissance Theater
ENVIRONMENT:
Exterior / Covered
Stage
AUDIENCE:
Circular in Nature
Multi Level
Covered Tiered
Seat/Stand
Ground Level
Standing
STAGE:
Raised 5 ft. At
Ground Level
Multi Level
Backstage
TECHNOLOGY:
Physically Built Sets
Drop Doors

Key Elements

ENVIRONMENT:
Traditionally Exterior Venue
Modern Translations Interior
AUDIENCE:
Quarter Circular
Front and Left Seating
STAGE:
Traditional Japanese
Construction
Raised Platform W/ Steps
TECHNOLOGY:
Physically Built Backdrops
Focused Primarily on
Costumes
Lantern Lights

Japanese NOH Theater

ENVIRONMENT:
Interior
AUDIENCE:
Circular in
Nature
Upper Level Seating
STAGE:
Back Stage
Requires More
Space
Because of Large
Backdrops and
Set Pieces.
TECHNOLOGY:
Physically Built Sets
Gas Lighting to Uplight

MIXED REALITY’S IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE THEATER DESIGN | INSPIRATIONAL PRECEDENTS

MIXED REALITY INSPIRATION
INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCES
Key Elements

image produced by
the author.

ENVIRONMENT:
Interior
AUDIENCE:
Centrally Focused
Surrounded by backdrop / Screen
STAGE:
Surrounding Audience
Forced Perspective of a Vantage Point
TECHNOLOGY:
Physically Built Center Stage
Painted Canvas
Natural & Artificial Light

Cyclorama

image and diagram produced by the author.

Key Elements

104

ENVIRONMENT:
Interior
AUDIENCE:
Light Based Environment Experience
Walking installation
STAGE:
Strategically Placed Walls
Synchronized Projectors
TECHNOLOGY:
Projectors
Light Manipulation

104

Van Gogh ‘Stary Night’ Light Festival

104

104. Clark, Greg. “Van Gogh’s ‘Starry Night’ in a Whole New Way at the Amsterdam Light Festival- Create, Discover and Share Awesome GIFs on Gfycat.” Gfycat, 2 Apr. 2019, gfycat.com/
viciousmerryamazondolphin-greg-clark.
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MIXED REALITY’S IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE THEATER DESIGN | POSSIBLE MIXED REALTY APPLICATIONS

MIXED REALITY THEATER LAYOUTS |

A True Blackbox Theater That Accommodates All Theater Types and Opens The Possibility to New Theater Typology
Stage

Audience Traditional
Stadium Seating

Stage

Mixed Reality Environmentally Based Hologram
Enables perspective of environments to go beyond the constraints of the built
environment.
- More Immersive experience
RULES
- Set design to include physical safety measures
- Platforms must be physically built
SHOWS | That benefit from this
- RENT
- Newsies
- OZ, or Wicked - (Yellow brick road)

Building dimensions match squarefootage derived from Aurora Theater Expansion
proposal
Audience + Stage = 7257sqft.

Mixed Reality Environmentally Based Hologram
Enables the patron to be fully surrounded by the environment.
- More Immersive experience
SHOWS | That benefit from this
- Lion King
- Avatar - live on Broadway
- Aida - Egyptian Desert Setting

Centered
Audience
Surrounded by
Environment

Building dimensions match squarefootage derived from Aurora Theater Expansion proposal
Audience + Stage = 7257sqft.
All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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MIXED REALITY’S IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE THEATER DESIGN | SUMMARY

SUMMARIZING | MIXED REALITY’S IMPLICATIONS
After extracting the history, analysis and innovative concepts of theater, applying this
knowledge to possible mixed reality theater seemed to be the natural next step
in understanding how these theories and concepts could be applied. With these
applications we can now understand how theater might yet again evolve based on this
new technology that has presented itself and might in-fact evolve in its capabilities
further advancing support for Joshua Prince-Ramus’s Architectural agency arguement.
The shifting in programmatic demand now alters the demand for certain area
calculations for space and also shifts the orientation of such programs.
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14 Chapter | LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE STATISTICS AND INTRODUCTION
MACRO | Metro Atlanta and Local
LAWRENCEVILLE |
POPULATION
29,287
MEDIAN HOME
VALUE
$154,400
MEDIAN RENT
$933
MEDIAN INCOME
[Per Household]
$29,287

SNELLVILLE |
POPULATION
19,521

Georgia Gwinnett
College|

As a part of the expansion of the
Aurora Theater Georgia Gwinnett
College will have an area of space for
their utilization.

College Corridor|

“A 2.2-mile linear park connecting
the Georgia Gwinnett College campus
to downtown Lawrenceville. It will
eventually include bike paths, multi-use
trails and a new two-lane road, officials
previously said.”104
104. Estep,Tyler. “PHOTOS: Lawrenceville Releases Plans for $26M
Arts Center Expansion.” Ajc, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
8 May 2018, www.ajc.com/news/local-govt--politics/photoslawrenceville-releases-plans-for-26m-arts-center-expansion/
lbDjq5fNk2u6j5tXicmy8H/.

MEDIAN HOME
VALUE
$156,000
MEDIAN RENT
$1,230
MEDIAN INCOME
[Per Household]
$67,705

ATLANTA |
POPULATION
465,230
MEDIAN HOME
VALUE
$238,700
MEDIAN RENT
$1,037
MEDIAN INCOME
[Per Household]
$51,701
All info-graphics created based on
information from NICHE.COM
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Aurora Theater|

“In 1996, Aurora Theatre was
established in a converted hardware
store in the suburbs of Atlanta.The City
of Lawrenceville, GA recognized the
positive economic impact the arts have
on its community and invited Aurora
Theatre to serve as the cornerstone for
their revitalization plans. In a unique
partnership between city government,
private development and a non-profit
charity, the city purchased a 100-yearold church and together with Aurora
Theatre transformed the space into
a $7.5 million theatre complex, which
opened in May of 2007...Aurora
Theatre has become the largest arts
organization in Gwinnett County and
the fastest growing professional theatre
in the state of Georgia. ”105
105“About Our Organization.” Aurora Theatre | About Us, FMG,
2019, www.auroratheatre.com/about.

LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE STATISTICS AND INTRODUCTION| MICRO STUDIES AND SITE
MICRO | SITE 1 - Lawrenceville Georgia.
Retail & Restaurants.
[N. Perry St.]
Gwinnett Historical
Court House

Aurora Theater
E.PIKE ST.

Post Office

N.CLAYTON

Retail & Restaurants.
[N. Perry St.]

ST.

.
N. PERRY ST

SITE
CROGAN ST.

Retail [Crogan St.]
Restaurants [Crogan St.]
Apartments
Churches
Lawrenceville Lawn

Sourced from.
“Lawrenceville Lawn.” TSW, www.tsw-design.com/portfolio-items/lawrenceville-lawn/.

Lawrenceville Lawn

Gwinnett Historical
Court House

Aurora Theater

Retail [Crogan St.]

Restaurants [Crogan St.]
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LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE STATISTICS AND INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION | Expansion of Aurora Theater
The Aurora Theater was chosen because of its recent expansion proposal, actual 26 Million dollar budget and its significant impact on its surrounding community. It is also recognized as one of “the
fastest growing professional theater(s) in the state of Georgia.”
The Existing Aurora Theater and its surrounding site has had a 26 milion dollar extension proposal put together by Stevens and Wilkinson to create a new performing arts complex in Lawrenceville. The over all plan is tied in with the “College Corridor” that was also a proposed roadway with bike paths to connect
Georgia Gwinnett College with downtown Lawrenceville.

Factors of Proposal

Budget: 26 Million Dollars
Project Description:

			“Theater Campus”
			
- Integrate existing Aurora theater w/ the new performing arts facilities.
				

- Exterior spaces must be able to be utilized as performing arts areas / spaces

Programatic Requirements:

			Seating
				- Main Theater - 500 People Stationary
				
- Cabaret Theater - 150 People Variable
			Minimum 3 Classrooms
			Theater Support Spaces
				- Stage, Audience Stadium Seating, Lobby, Catering, Concessions, Storage, Janitor Spaces, Loading
				
Dock, Tech. room, Dress rooms, Rehearsal space, Administration Offices, Costume
				
Production Shop, Green room, Laundry room, Restrooms.

Current Proposal | Plan Views

Current Proposal | Sketch Renders

Current Proposal | Site Massing

Site plan and Renders sourced from
105. Yeomanscurt.yeomans@gwinnettdailypost.com, Curt. “Aurora Theatre $26 Million Expansion to Include One of Georgia’s Largest Performing Stages.” Gwinnett Daily Post, 8 May 2018, www.gwinnettdailypost.com/local/aurora-theatre-million-expansion-to-include-one-of-georgia-s/article_
ffa9335d-fcb3-595d-baef-6c222e0e658b.html.
Floor plan images came from Stephens and wilkins proposal on display at Aurora theater in Lawrencville georgia.
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LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE STATISTICS AND INTRODUCTION | ANALYSIS OF EXISTING PROPOSAL BY STEVENS AND WILKINSON

1st Floor |

Comparison Analysis to Historical Theaters

1st Floor |

Program Relations

2nd Floor |

Program Relations

All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE STATISTICS AND INTRODUCTION| SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAMS

1st Floor Square Footage

1st Floor Square Footage Breakdown

All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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1843 Gallery
505 Women’s Restroom
78 Family Restroom
730 Catering, Storage, Janitor
368 Men’s Restroom
2397 Cabaret Theater
293 Cabaret Storage
392 Cabaret Storage
1131 Prefunction / Holding
658 Lower North Lobby
794 Service / Circulation
1143 Tech. Corridor
3126 Stage
4131 Audience
771 Service / Circulation
1040 Loading Dock
958 Service / Circulation
5446 Lobby
476 Private / Box Office
154 Men’s Dressing Room
154 Woman’s Dressing Room
278 Back of House Storage
2393 Future Development
130 SLL
140 SLL
68 Back of House Janitor

LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE STATISTICS AND INTRODUCTION | SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAMS

2nd Floor Square Footage
1056 Classroom
107 Classroom Storage
109 Classroom Office
1037 Classroom 2 & 3
117 Classroom 2 & 3 Office
109 Classroom 2 & 3 Storage
1362 Rehearsal Space
109 Rehearsal Office
220 Rehearsal Storage
4831 Upper Lobby
2064 Restroom / Storage / Core
3244 Administration
705 Circulation x 2
5145 Audience
136 Electric Room
2397 Cabaret Theater
		
(Open to below)
3126 Stage
		
(Open to below)

2nd Floor Square Footage Breakdown

SUMMARIZING | INITIAL PROPOSAL
After analyzing the proposal put forth by the Stevens and Wilkinson firm it became clear that there may have
been other opportunities that they could have taken advantage of based on a better understanding of the
surrounding community.
• They placed the main entrance to the building on the opposite side of the main parking which forces
people to walk around the building or enter from the rear near the back of house.
• They also modeled their proposal wrong in the initial renderings which could lead to a misleading outcome
as a design output.
All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | MIXED REALITY ANALYSIS

URBAN STUDIES | MACRO
Local Weather

To Scale Models (Rough)

Live Traffic Feeds

Construction Notifications

ACTUAL
DOCUMENTED
INTERACTION
WITH
HOLOGRAPHIC
APPLICATION.

Trimble Connect

3D Models | Macro view Downtown Altanta

Unintentional Section
Analysis

3D Models | Downtown Altanta

LAWRENCEVILLE GEORIGA HOLOLENS
STREET CONDITION ANALYSIS USING
HOLOMAPS APPLICATION.
Street Condition Analysis

(Rough) Street Sectional Analysis
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All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.

CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | MIXED REALITY APPLICATIONS THAT CURRENTLY EXIST AND COULD BE APPLIED TO PROJECT

“Trimble
Connect
for
HoloLens utilizes mixedreality
technology
to
take your 3D content off
the screen and into the
real-world,
providing
project stakeholders with
enhanced
3D
design
review,
coordination,
collaboration, and project
management processes.”

Trimble Connect

HoloLens Integrated Hardhat

Contractor |

Structural |
3D Structural Models
REAL TIME
COLLABORATION

Client Presentations |

Educational Presentations |

“Get Trimble Connect.” Software Asset Management – Microsoft SAM, www.Microsoft.com/en-us/p/trimble-co
nnect/9nh8t4jnx7cp?activetab=pivot%3Aoverviewtab.

“SketchUp
Viewer
for
Windows Mixed Reality
makes it possible to engage
colleagues and clients in
experiential design review:
a powerful new way to
evaluate, coordinate, and
communicate in mixed
reality.”

Sketchup Viewer

HoloLens Presentation

“Get SketchUp Viewer.” Software Asset Management – Microsoft SAM, www.Microsoft.com/en-us/p/sketchupviewer/9ngf868jkvm3?activetab=pivot%3Aoverviewtab#.

“HoloSketch is an ondevice
spatial
layout
and UX sketching tool for
HoloLens to help build
holographic experiences.
HoloSketch
works
with
a paired keyboard and
mouse as well as gesture
and voice commands. The
purpose of HoloSketch is to
provide a simple UX layout
tool for quick visualization
and iteration.”

HoloSketch

HoloLens Presentation

Architect |
3D Structural Models

All images were sourced from the links under the sub tile of each application.

INSTRUCTIONS |

“Get SketchUp Viewer.” Software Asset Management – Microsoft SAM, www.Microsoft.com/en-us/p/sketchupviewer/9ngf868jkvm3?activetab=pivot%3Aoverviewtab#.
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CURRENT THEATER DESIGN | PROPOSED MR-ARCHTOOLKIT

MIXED REALITY ANALYSIS TOOLKIT | Proposed Elements of A HoloLens Application - MR-ARCHtoolkit.
The following images and text describe what would be beneficial in the evolution of how we as architects use the hololens in our practice as a tool.

Solar Window

Scaling or Dimensioning
Possible Uses|

Typical Uses |

• Shadow Studies
• Massing Orientation Studies
• Calculating
Possible
Peak
Demand hours.

In any form of analysis or observation scale
and distance is important in understanding
a site and its qualities of space.

Energy

Isovist Views.

Accoustic Mapping/Visualization
Typical Uses |

Typical Uses |

“A single isovist is the volume of space visible
from a given point in space, together with
a specification of the location of that point.
Isovists are naturally three-dimensional, but
they may also be studied in two dimensions:
either in horizontal section (“plan”) or in
other vertical sections through the threedimensional isovist. Every point in physical
space has an isovist associated with it.”106

Acoustic data and representation has
remained largely graphic and numerically
based. With Acoustic mapping and
visualization we would be able to visually
pinpoint the areas of a site that has the most
or least ambient sound or road noise.

107
106 Benedikt, M. L. “To Take Hold of Space: Isovists and Isovist Fields.” Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design, vol. 6, no. 1, Mar. 1979, pp. 47–65, doi:10.1068/b060047.
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107 Delvaux, Bernard Victor. “Spectrum3d (2.2.0) : Audio Spectrum Analyzer in 3D for Linux.” YouTube, YouTube, 27 Feb. 2012, www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Dl7NZS5e5w.

MIXED REALITY’S IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE THEATER DESIGN | SUMMARY

SUMMARIZING | MIXED REALITY’S APPLICATIONS
The current applications that have been developed for mixed reality and architecture
have remained focused on communication. While communication in any firm is
important it also leaves a missed opportunity for design analysis. It is my belief that
a mixed reality tool kit, similar to the ones just proposed, for architects would be
extremely beneficial for design analysis in a three dimensional sense.
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15 Chapter | RESEARCH PROPOSED -

All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.

LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE (AURORA THEATER EXPANSION)
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RESEARCH PROPOSED - LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE (AURORA THEATER EXPANSION)

CRITICAL DESIGN ANALYSIS OF SITE.

Initial Rough New Proposal.

Existing Conditions
All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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RESEARCH PROPOSED - LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE (AURORA THEATER EXPANSION)

Key Design Strategies
All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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RESEARCH PROPOSED - LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE (AURORA THEATER EXPANSION)

South Elevation

3D Overview

West Elevation

1st Floor Plan
LPAC | Overview and Elevations
All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.
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2nd Floor Plan
North Elevation

RESEARCH PROPOSED - LPAC LAWRENCEVILLE (AURORA THEATER EXPANSION)

Main Street / Theater Condition - Theater capable of opening up to an outdoor stage.

All images and diagrams on this page produced by the author.

Indoor Condition - Back of House Demand Deminished - Design to be simlar to that of the
Wyly Theater but with new seating technologies available today.
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16 Chapter | CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

After completing my studies and research on Mixed Reality and technology it became apparent that the larger application abilities of a portable holographic theater may in fact be a better
route to investigate. This could then play into the larger network and community that is theater. The only thing that I’m passionate about with this regards to mixed reality portability is that this type of
technology deals directly with the built environment at a 1:1 scale and its interactive abilities with the built environment. I wouldn’t want to suggest or aid in the development of portable holographic
architecture as this diminishes the meaning of meaningful built architecture all together. However as a communication hub or way to introduce the public to the technology is where I find Mixed reality’s
portability to be acceptable. Originally the holographic theater network was going to be our proposal. This is why we designed the experience testing to be that of a proscenium and a theater. As the
semester went on it was advised that we re evaluate our final output to be more “architecturally successful” however the final design of a physically built theater with mixed reality as its driving design
motivation only gave credence to the arguments presented by Joshua Prince-Ramous on Architectural Agency. While I’m grateful to have aided in that discussion I don’t know that we tackled the root
of the question posed by Mixed Reality.
The research’s original testing using a holographic maze and theater proved itself extremely valuable in the success of this thesis. It was even commented during the final review as to why we
didn’t continue to pursue the results of this testing and maybe even done more. To answer that question its important to realize that time is in-fact finite and that we were only able to accomplish as mush
as we did during the semester with the time that was allotted. In addition, the testing should have been done at an earlier part of the research.
Looking forward, it would be the advice of this research that any further Mixed Reality studies should focus on showing the interactions with the technology. The research has firmly established
mixed reality’s abilities to alter the perception of the built environment and inform the user of a different spatial experience than the one they are actually standing in. It has accomplished this through the
studies and analysis in phenomenology, literature, technology, philosophy of technology, cinematic studies, and actual holographic testing. The groundwork for further advancement of this technology’s
interactions with architecture has been laid by establishing this research. This is why I recommend moving forward that all presentations utilizing Mixed Reality Technology utilize collaborative interactions
with the holograms. Whether this be through AR applications like Spectator view or other shared Hololens experiences and devices.
How this technology can be used as a tool for architects should also be an area of focus, should someone choose to do so. Being able to advance this technology as a tool would definitely be a
successful study. I say this because this thesis tackled its experiential abilities and its future implications to society. But better understanding how we as architects can use this tool would be a valuable
stepping stone in the evolution of the design process and presentation capabilities using this technology. Holographic teleportation is the future way that we will be collaborating with other team
members and consultants as we advance in technological capabilities so analyzing this type of interaction and integration into the design process could be extremely valuable to the practice.
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